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crime marsstart . of school
Sexual:
as~s alllts
alarm.
campus

Freshman·stab bed

I

By Terri Danisevich

By Karen McDonald . ·

\.

A ItJNH freshman female ,was
sexually assaulted and a UNH
· junior female was raped within
· 24 hours of each othet on Friday, September 8th, according
to ·Captain Michael Golding of
the Durham Police. ,
The first of the two occurred
near Pettee Brook Lane at approximately 1:00 a.m., the- latter on Madbury Road near
- Garrison Avenue, around 7:30
p.m., said Golding. Both wome11
sought medical attention~ .
According to Golding, ·t he
·police do not fiave enough .in~ .
[Qrmati(?n to tie the _two ~ases
together, but the pos~iQilitythqt , .
they may be linked has not r.
been ruled out. The only infor- . .
ffiation, the 'd:epcµ't::rrient -wo~ld
release
rega~ding
the
assailant(&) . was a desc:r iption le . .
of a · white male 'and that the .
person was a stranger to the
' .
victims.
0

$10,000 bail. No date · has yet
A UNH freshman was in
been &et for a proba9le cause_
stable condition last' night.at
hearing. '
'
.According to a fourth floor
, Wentworth Douglass Hospital, ·
·recuperating after ._ be-ing
Devine resident. the boyfriend
~tabbed outside Devine Hall · h~d .. 'a :reputation for being
Mondayevenip-g,,reportedlyby . possessive." "He'~ (the boyher estranged boyfrtend.
. friend). would walk right into
According to Durham D,isour rooin, asking where . is
trjct Court records, ·Mary
she?', 'What is she doing?',
'What parties is she going to?',
,Jackson, ,of Merrimack NH,
sustained lacerations about
and he'd go find her."
her face, neck, legs. and arms
Several fourth floor Devine
after Brown allegedly attacke<;l
re·s idents sald they believe
JacksQn with a four-inch lock_- Jac~on.. had gone outside to
ing bladtflmife.
ineet .Brown, with whoin s}?.e
. Brown tvas arrested by
haqrepo:rtedlybrokenoffa twoUNH . Police shortly .after the- year relation15hip earlier Mon8: IO ·p.m., and Jater charged
day.
.,
,
with first-degree assault, a
After the attack,_ the, asClassA(elony. Hewas,released ,- · sai.1a'nt:1'ed~ ~hoµtingforsomefroni}AlStrafford Co1.ri;:1ty_Jail
B ING, page 24
Wednesday afternoon on STAB_
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Durham's. ever-:changing .Main ·Street

(Ben Frazier photo)

By Michael Guilbault
From a new tan in
Acapulco, to a scrumptious
_dish of frozen yogurt, ·there's ·
something new :Durham for ,
. _everyone.
S~nce last semester,
the town's restaurants and
watering-holes, stores and
businesses have nearly "one-

in

arid-all"undergone vast improveme~ts. This _week, one
oIThe New-Hampshire's roving
reporters descended into town
to get the latest scoop on what'~
new, and who's who. ·:
Tin Palace Resfaurant
has_· undergone some major
changes,_includi~g redecorat-

He ·plans.to brighten ting, fax service, busiI}ess-card
up the already tasteful menu, seIVice, anddeskplaqQemanuWith the addition of some facturing awaits the needy
shrimp and beef dinners.· The student.
backroom will undergo con-·
On the same note,
struction when new windows Durham C_o py-is moving to a
are il)stalled. despite all the· newMainStreetlocation, where
changes, Mahoney is quick to the card..,s hop µsed to be, and
remind: The Tin Palace is the _th~ carq. shop has been .incor- ·
Tin Palace~"
·porated into Town and CamBenjamins Restaurant pus.
,
According to-'Richard
offers quite more did they did
before, with complementary Many, manager of Town and
food from 2:00- 5:00 p.m. daily, · Campus, "we are still the only _
nightly entertainment, and a store in town with I.D-. 's for a
deli/bakery as a possible addi- small fee." With the new card
tion in the near future.
depart;ment, there will also be
Sub Stop has improved inore produces to spend the
. its surroundings With a :new cash on.
Tan -O-Rama's Eric
decor. Its lighting is better, a
jukeboxhasbeenadded, and a Morin has "moved to a more
new floor completes the pack- discreet location" with his
age. "We want p~ople to stay business. He hopes this will
here to eat, not just take-out, · allow tanners to come in and
"said Mike Hanning, an . em- out of the tanning facility with
ployee at the restaurant.
less worry. Rumor has it that
The twenty-year-old thevacantstoreinfrontofMain .
_ landmark known as the Wild- Street is to become a frozen
cat Pizzeria is slated for dosing yogurt shop, owned and operin October: apparently_their ated by one-0f our fellow stulease ran out. -rt will be the end dents.
of a legacy.
The Outback has also
At Nick's, the be~t eel- expanded, adding an office
-lar lives on, in a: new artd ·im- supply.s ection, a semi-preciouS,
proved manner, while Glory ro~ks d~partment, Canterbury baze also sports a few new Cuisine supplies, and a crazy
additions to the bar.
hew mac'hfue called'grandiose ·
Sick of trouble getting version of it," she said. "you
ing ·the interior: new floors,
a computer at the cluster? can spin ahµost a,nything from
carpets, tiles and wallpaper and
Kinko's now.has a_'mac site' to T-sbirts, boxers, pillowcases,
the addition of a cus-t om- built
"help handle overflow from the bags, ~weatshirts, etc," said
m~o,ga:py bar~ .The kitchen r University,) accordJngtoirian- Straus·.
..
· , ·· ,
-and downstairs function 'room
ager_.Bmce Shaw. fa addition, •
Bread am:l_;Butter 4as
have also _.b een updated." said
a whole new array of seIVices. expanded its deli and switched
Jim ·Mahoney, general M_a nincluding full-service typeset-- DURHAM, .page 10
ager.
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National News Briefs
.

Explosion kills 1 O
Wheatcroft, Ky. (AP) - Methane gas ignited
in the WilJ.iamStation Mine in Western Kentucky,
· yesterday killing 1-0 miners and burning three, ,
authorities-said. It is the-nation's worst coal mine
disaster since 1984 when 27.miners were killed in ·
a utah mine, said Frank O'Gorman of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Administration. The
exact cause was not imined_iately known:

Inquiry, in:t~ ·
tuition costs

.

'

-

N.H. progress
_in recycling

.

-:

-

No jail for pot

Concord, N.H. (AP) .:Toebestwayforthe
state t6 save money in its criminal defense
Concord,, N~H. (AP) - · The chief of New programs i's to decriminalize some· offenses, ,
Hamps~ire'sAnti-Litter Program yesterday announced including possession of small amo{in.ts of
that the organization has contributed $120 thousand · marijuana,. an audit of the state Indigent Deto recycling programs this year. Bill Roberts, director fense Fund said yesterday. The audit included
ofN,ew Hampshire The Beautiful, said at a statehouse a survey of 100 judges and · 50 lawyers who
news conference that more than $53. thousand has participate in the p_rogram. It said an unspecibeen contributed to 21 municipalities. The money, fied majority felt inisdemeanor, crimes · like
which _comes mostly from grocery and beverage ln- shoplifting and possession of small amounts of
dust-ry.contrlbutlons, will go towards recycling equip~ · marijuana should not be punishable by Jail
mentorstartingnewprograms. GoyernorJudd Gregg tenn:s. These crimes are cUITently punishable
congratulated Roberts' group, but said he'd like to see by up to 1 year in prison .
. municipalities mandate recycling to combat growing
solid waste disposal problems~
·
·

Washington - ·A Justice Department inquiry into whether colleges and universities may
be v.iolatlng Federal Antitrust Laws in tuition and
scholarship practices was broadened Wedenesday to include six more schools. With the addition .
of P~ceton, Brown, Cornell, Btyn Mawr, Welle- ,
Prince William Sound, Alaska (AP) - It's the '
sley and the University of Pennsylvania, the inbeginning
of the end for the Exxon oil cleanup in
now
includes
neatly
30
schools.
The
qui:ry
departmenf s goal is finding O\.lt whether these Alaska. Exxon spent yesterday and plans to spend
schools are engaging in a
of price-fixing by today spreading fertilizer along the oil-tainted shoresetting tuition fees and financial aid at similar line of Prince William Sound. Acompany spokesper- \
son said the fertilizer should encourage microorganlevels.
isms to attack the crude left' from the spill . .. After
today, crews will pack up and move out as Alaska's
.
- bitter winter weather approaches.

Exxon cle,anup

form

~

\,

Smo~ing .b an on·
airlines Washington (AP) - The Senate IJlOVed
closer to approving a ban on smoking aboard
all U.S. airliners, yesterday by voting 77 to 21
to halt delaying tactics by tobacco-state lawmakers. The airline smoking ban is part of the
transportation spending bill for next year
'
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Camp counselor -k illed
in .automobile -( ~rash
By John Ziomek
A UNH student was unde~ investigation, accordkilled and another injured in a ing to the report. Shoulders,
two-car accident on Spaulding an Acacia brother and FreshTurnpike in Rochester on men Camp Counselor, was on
his way-to Durham to pick up - _
August 28.
Allen Shoulders, 20, of Freshmen Campers to bring
Marshfield, MA. was killed them to camp in Ossipee, NH,
when the car he was driving left according to camp counselor,
the southbound. lane and Scott Wilson .
. . Freshmen were not
struck an oncoming vehicle,
according to a report in the told about the accident until
August 29 Foster's Daily Demo- . they were all assembled at
camp. said Wilson. ,
crat
The passenger of the
"Allen would have
vehicle escaped with · a frac- wanted camp to go on," Wilson · Cat's Closet is a lesser p~ce after the death of i:.a~a Leavy. (Ben Frazier photo)
.
-tured left arm, according to the added.
report.
A funeral service was
The driver of the other held for Shoulders on Friday,
vehicle; M~rrilyn J. Cotter, 48, September 1, in Marshfield.
of Barrington, _N.H. was listed According to another camp
in critical condition with two counselor, ·it was a tribute to By John Ziomek
scout award, the Award of
Leavy's ideas.
broken legs and two broken Allen to .see so many people
Laura M. Leavy, who was for
The coffee shop got its ,be- Merit.
arms.
tum out for his-funeral.
12 years the · driving force -be- gii:mings when Leavy put doLeavy ;was also active in
According to ·the reFriends and counsel- hind the Cat's Closet in the MUB, nuts and coffee on~ table out- the Church of St. Thomas, but ·
port, Shoulder's brown 1984 ors- had nothing to say but died Saturday, September 2nd side the Cat's Closet, said Cain. more so in Durham~ and was
Corvette crossed the double good things about Shoulders. · at Wentworth-Douglass Hospi- Leavy eventually managed to also a participant in the UNH
lines on the two-lane section of
, · "I didn't know many tal in Dover. ,
open the popular Coffee Office Music and Theater programs.
the turnpike where it struck people who didn't like him or
According to her son, , Chris- as weJI as a film developing
According to Student Acthe l 98ffGrand Prix driven by consider him a friend," Said topher Leavy, , she had been store.
tivities in the MUB, Ken BarCotter.
Jen Ulwick.
battling cancer since February,
"The key to ber succes~ was rows has assumed tp.e tempo. Shoulder's v~bicle
Acacia brother ,Craig . 1988. She had worked through that she was sensitive to what rary position of Cat's Closet '
caught on fire after the coll_i- Streng, described Shoulders · this past ·summer before her the students wanted, some- manager until a replacement
-sion. · as someone who would go out sudden decline, :said Christo- thing not recognized by most for Leavy cart be found.
Wi4lesses reported of his way to do things for you. pher.
.
college campus stores," said
Memorial contributions
that Schulder's vehicle was
Camp CounselorC.S. ·
When she took over as man- Don Harley, Student Activity maybe made out to the Laura
traveling at excessive speeds Tacinelli said that Shoulders ager of the Cat's Closet, it was a , Fee Organization (SAFO) treas- M. Leavy Scholarship Fund,
in
_a nd pc;l.Ssing other vehicles over "liked to drive fast and if he tiny, one-room ·store that sold urer and Leavy's supervisor for care of
the MUB Business ofthe. double line, according to was g'?ing to die, he was going · pens, pencils, and other school 10 years.
- flee, Room 327, Memorial Un,·
the report. _,
supplies.
.
Leavy came to Durham from ion Building, Durham, NH
The accident is still COUNSE~R. page 27
·Gradm:llly, Leavy pushed for Charlottesville-, VA where she 03824.
expansion. Soon the store sold was a , past president and
The scholarship will be
_other gift items . such as cards. founder of the Berkeley .Com- ayvard~~ ctwarcJ~\annually to ,
and clothes.
munity Association.
a Cat's Closet student-emI
According to former coShe was active in Cub ployee.
performed by Sanborn until
recently when Buford as- ,worker Jeannette Cain, many of Scouts, rece_iving_the highest
the designs on the t-shirts were .
sumed her position.
Buford's specific ·
duties will include the supervision of the counseling, career planning and placement,
of the services covered by the college health and, according
· student development and By He.ather Grant
Due to the fact that mandatory Health Fee and how toGildea-DinzeomanyofUNH's
residential life programs.
Believing that the approximattly - 7 to 25 percent many times they have visited students don't have gooq co~-:
uni:versity "needs diversity, ofUNH students are not covered the_Student Health Services for erage.
Sanborn "encouraged women by some kind of medical insur- . treatment. When completed,
One problem that the.
and minorities" to apply for a_n ce, the university is consider- the survey will be used by the propos~ hopes to solve is -the
ing a program that would re- · student senate and Health · number ·o f students who drop
the position.
quire
all students to have sq,ne Services in order to. draw up a out because· of large hospital _
Th~ search commit.
proposal in the coming months. bills. Another is that if all stutee, consisting of faculty and kind of health plan. .
With the, costs ofmedi- '
As the system now dents were insured, the' mart7
staff and last year's student
body president Wendy Ham- cal insurance skyrocketing and stands, students payamancla- datory Stud.e nt Health Fe¢
mond, worked fo narrow the the continued annual increases t9ry Health -Fee of $193 per would decrease, as insuranc~
field of applicants down to a in the Student Health Fee, the year, a $23 increase from last companies would cover man}t
handful of fi:µalists. , Those Consumer Board of the Health year. Students are also able to of the costs that are currently
DR. CARMEN BUFORD
remaining candidates under- , Services has proposed making it purchase a personal Student covered by yearly fee each stu~ _
went a s~reening and inter- mandatory for aJ1 students at- Health Insurance_through the dent is required to pay.
~
By John Doherty
view process at the university tending UNH to have medical University for about $400 per
"Ifyou go see a special_{
· Dr. Carmen Buford, a last
· year.
·
insurance.
ist, the average student doesn'i
57 year old black woman, has
According to Health · have a hundred dollar bill rolled
Student Senator Brian
May.
assumed position of the new
Buford claims that Pearson, in conjunction with Educator Kathleen Gild.ea- up · in her P9cket;" says Dr<
Associate Dean of Student Af- what attracted her to the job Health services, has sent out an Dinzeo, who is also the Coordi- Patterson, Director of Health
fairs.
was the "student .develop- informal survey to determine · nator ofthe Student Consumer Services. "A lot of medical
Buford was chosen ment" .aspect;
exactly how the -parents and Board al Health Seivices, it is a providers now demand money
from a field of 150 applicants in
"This is the part of a
students ofUNH are dealing with reality that more and more before they- even ' see the pawhat was desc;:ribed by Dean of - student's education that we the problems of medical ex- colleges are going fo a ·manda- _ tient."
tory health insurance . policy
Student Affairs J. Gregg San- provide. . . life-mastery penses.
Patterson also advoborn as "rigorous nationwide skills, "said Buford.
The suivey, which was · for their students. .
cates that although the pro"The state of Massa- posal doesn't require that _the
search."
On Buford's selec- sent out during the sunimer,
"Buford will be work- tion, Sanborn commented, "It was designed to gather informa- chusetts requires that all of student buy the health insur- ing with me in the program- came down to her being the tion concerning the kinds of their college students have ance offered by the school, it is
ming~spectofstudentaffairs~" best person for the job."
policies students already have, health insurance," says Gildea- a better plan because it is tai..:
said Sanborn. "She is really
According to San- as well as the amount of cover- Dinzeo. "It is a positive move lored to a student's budget and
taking over the duties of the born, Buford's being a black age extended by those policies. and a necessary move for the in conj\lnction with the Health
former: Dean Dan Gaivey, who woman had no direct bearing.
The survey also asked students . ., The cost of.medical
has been gone over a year."
students about their knowledge services is becoming a en.sis in
HEALTH FEE. page 27
Garvey's duties were BUFORD, page 27

Cancer claims Cat's Closet manager

Buford Selected

Admiilistration debates health fee

4
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Mother Teresa
wo:rs~ns

Chinese students to
serve govern~e nt ·

Appeal put.off f «?r
.N az1 war cnmina1

K.G.B. film

U.S •.rejects increase

0

0

$

· Jerusalem (AP) ~ The israeli Supreme Court
Calcutta, India (AP) - Nobel Peace Prize winner
(AP) - An official report in China, y~sterdqy said
off an appe~-by a convicted Nazi wa,r crimiput
yesterworse
the
for
tum
a
took
Teresa
Mother
most new humanities graduate students will have to
Wedenesday, enabling his attorney to verify
nal,
day, one week after having. had a heart atta·ck.
of
areas
rural
~>r
factmies
spend a year working)n
The 79 year old nun suffered chest pains overChina. The "China Youth News" Daily said the what he contends is new evidence covered up by
night Wedenesday in a nursing home in Calcutta - experience will foster the students' "political under- the United States. -The appeal, before a fivewhere she is being given intensive treatment to
standing1" It is the Communist Governments latest justice panel, was postponed to May 14, 1990.
stabilize her condition.
effort to make students toe the Communist party line Mr. Demjanjuk, .6 9 years old, was convicted of
in the aftermath of this summer's pro .. democracy being a Nazi guard known a$ "Ivan the Terrible,"
who turned on the gas chambers at the Treblinka
demonstrations.
death camp.

Crowds protest
apartheid

Cape Town, S. Africa (AP) - A multiracial crowd
·o f thousands surged through city streets on
Wedenesday in Cape Town, as permitted by the
Government to protes.t apartheid. The march was
the largest public display of opposition to apartheid that the nation has witnessed since emergency rule was imposed, over three years ago.
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Moscow, U.S.S.R-The K.G.R heightened its charm
offensive Wedenesday with its premiere of a new film
on· the benign patriotism and down-home life styles
Washington (AP) - The Bush Administration
of the Soviet secret police. The film, "The K.G.B.
out any major immediate efforts to provide
ruled
foreign
and
Soviet
convince
to
Today," is intended
· audiences that the agency has transformed itself into · economic assistance to Poland, Administration
officials said Wedenesday. The Solidarity leader.a lik~ble enforcement agency.
Lech Walesa called for emergency assistance,
but U.S. budget restraints and skepticism about
Warsaw's ability to control inflation forced the
National Security Coun.cil to reject an increase
1
.•
i,n aid for Poland.

in aid. to Poland
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Ther e i s a way' t o,obta in a com mi ssi on as a Mar ine Of f icer

other than through_ROTC calle d the Platoon_Leaders Clas s

(PLC)

*

*·The PLC program does not ·interrupt your academic career.n. ·_
* The PLC program is open to ,all quaUfied underd~ssnme drills on
The PLC program requires no special classes, uniforms, or
*campus.
·
The PLC program is totally voluntary with no committment to full-time
*active
,
·
duty unless ·you wa.nt it ·
* If qualified, you can be guaranteed flighttraining as a Marine Officer

Your starting saia-ry as a. Marine Officer cou;cf be between $18 9000
·and $23,000, depending on when you enter the program·.
'

I

If you would likf?·more information on·the PLC program,
.please contact the Marine Corps Officer Selection.
_OfficeQ Call (603) 43'6-097 4 between .Barn and 4pm.
.

.

.

~

*
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Leg isla tur e pas ses ·fina l bud get
Univ ersit y ·mus t wa.it to see long term effec ts
By J~anne '4arino

than what occurred last their
parents will see the value of
retaining a quality faculty...
:Regarding the recent projection of state revenue, both
Haaland and MacKay said it
was too soon to predict any
financia ldilemm assuchas last
spring's recision, but--did added
that leaders of the USNHwill be
keeping a close eye on the flnancial climate in the state.
Accordin g to Student Body
Presiden t Mike De_smarais, the
state will most likely be forced
into consider ing raising taxes
to meet the projected revenue.
"I haven't seen ~my other_
s_o lutions to solve the-probl em,
other than continuin g to charge
it to students by raising tuition. The students are nofgoing
to be able to afford that,". he

The Board of ,Trustee s
received good news when the
state legislatu re passed an $11
million 1989-91 bienium m
budget for the Universi ty System of New Hampshi re {USNH)
in July. However, returning
stude11ts still faced substant ial
tuition hikes; $220 for in-state
and $830 for out-of-st ate students; a situation which may
. become a yearly trend.
Financia l reports regard- . '
ing the state's revenue since
the beginnin g of this biennium
have indicated major shortcom ings in projected income, including a 54.8 percent fall_back
.in real estate taxes.
If these · low figures are
.represen tative of the ongoing
month~·._the state could find
itself in a greater financial bind

said. "Hopefully the legislatu re
can make some ·tough d~ci- _
sions."
Desmara is said, through
increased commun ication with
Board of Trustee members , the
Student Senate will be taking .
steps to have a voice in financial decision s made by the
board. They are also pushing
for a student intern in Concord
to he~p legislato rs become more
aware of the universit y's and
students ' needs.
"We cannot make the decisions
but there is no reason we can't
be there to state our opinions ,"
-Desmar ais said.
Desmara is emphasi zed that
commun ication with legislator s
through letter-wr iting was the
,best way to make them awa~e of
the financial burden · facing
students and their parents.

New com pute rs reVolutionize
The New Hampshire and Stud e-n t Pres s
•

•

I

-

C al en de r
MUB,·-

Fr~day, Septem ber 15 12_- 5pm.
Men's Tennis - UNH vs. Women 's Tennis- UNH
Mass.- Field House, 3:30 vs. Bowdoin. Field
House, 3:30pm.
pm.
Russian Film Series NH International
azzinan. " Richards
"J
Seminar - "End of the
Alliance: The Future oL . Auditorium. Murkland,
6.. pm.
NATO,"
~
.
donation
$1
Kent
Kaplan,
Lawren ce
State University.
Alumni Center, 3:45 pm. Discuss ion - U.S. Rep. _
Information: 862-2398 Chuck Douglas will
discuss U.S. Role in
Men's Cross Country - World Events.
Informa l reception to
UNH _vs. Provide nce
~ollege, Northeastern, 4 follow. Main lounge,
Smith hall, 7pm.
pm.

Saturday, September

16

Tuesday, Septem ber 19

'

By Terri Danisev ich

- UNH vs. MUB Mini-Co ur_se

Men's soccer
New Macintos h compute rs
Registration - Room
Providence. Field
installed last week at the New
126, MUB, 9am - 12pm
House, 1 pm:
Hampshi re and · The Student _
undethe
-Press pave replaced
and 1-4pm.
-pendable , time-con suming and
Sympos ium - "The
obsolete Varitype r system pre.,
_History of Philosop hy." Red Cross Blood Drive - . viously employed .
Durling,
. · Accordin g to Bob
Penobsc ot Room, New Granite State room,
The New Hampshi re Editor-in _England----_,
MUB, 17~5pm.
Chief, the new compute rs will
6pm.
·
9:30-am
Center,
.
the
improve the overall look of
paper, and save time that can
Asain Studies Seminar .:. Preregjstration is
" be spent on editorial content
requi:t~ed. Call Kenneth James Sherman, Dept. of
instead of just physical layout.
German , -".Japanese
Westpha l
· The proposal for the pur'chase of the $54,767 compute r
Body Languag e and
at 862-1040.
system was "approve d unaniEtiquette as a Means of
- mously" by both Student ActivIntercultural
ity Fee Organization(SAFO) and
Commu nication ."
17
the Student Senate summer
ber
Sunday, Septem
· quorum, said Jonatha n GarthHillsbor ough Room,
waite, Student . Activity Fe.e
Baseball - UNH vs. New MUB, 12:30pm.
Council (SAFC) chairpers on~
· Garthwa ite _s aid the proHampsh ire College,
posal was passed because ofthe
Meµ's Golf - UNH vs.
.noon.
"obvious need." The old comBowdoin, Merrima ck
puters, 6arthwa ite added, were
unreliabl e and weren't doing
Faculty Concert Series - and St. Anselm,. 1:30pm.
. One of ourbr~a -spankin gnew, top-of-th e-line, really excellen t
their job effectively.
compute rs. (Ben Frazier photo)
Larry V~al, cello and
.
excellent job under the circum·
Accordm g to Joanne Mar- _SY_St em. The new comput ers
Christop her Kies, piano. Men's Tennis - UNH vs.,
mo, the former The New Hampstances," she added.
by
costs
labor
save
also
will
h
i Ch'1ef , muc
. - · Ed't
.
·
.
In addition : to · the four
1 or- nJohnson Theater, 3pm. · Babson. Field House,
s h ire
t. t decreasi ng producti on- time
. g
three
s,
terminal
SE
tantiall
sh
b
1
o
.Macinto
m
d
wen
h
annm
researc an p
3:30pm.
y.
d SU s
.
. d th t th Macintos h II CX layout sysM .
the flm al proposal_ to prese;nte .
1
e
a
ame
exp
_ anno
MUSO Film Series to SAFC.
tems and both a laser writer
_ Along with Main Street old compute rs were a tremen- _ and a at The New Hampshi re,
Women 's Soccer - UNH
''Harold, and Maude. "
Editor-in -Chief, Kellie Ward- dous strain on The New Hamp- the new arrangem ent allows 111e
Strafford Room, MUB, - vs. Harvard 3:30pm.
man, Marino called other uni- shire organiza tion. Last year Student Press use of their own
54
were
of
7pm
versities and inquired about the only five papers out
shSEand Macinto shll
fmished beforeftv e in the mom- Maci~to
a
Theater - Actors from
both
with
.
system
.
rs
and_9:30pm.
Layout
compute
ex
different
of
success
monitor.
two-page
and
students
color
full-time
For
ing.
DigiLondon Stage IBM,
.the
The two investiga ted
eventual ly this compute r will
tal and other systems before
perform a special
fmal]y deciding upon Macintos h. taking classes, this obviousl y access the laser printer in The
al:..
on
burden
needless
a
-puts
then
n
Wardma
and
Marino
Monday, Septem ber 18 version of Shakesp eare's
New Hampshu_:e.
s.
schedule
busy
ready
UNH
Scott,
Jason
with
worked
Bryan Alexande r, a former
"A Winter' s Tale."
.The old Varitype system, News Editor of The New HampApple' Student Represen tative
difficult
Marino said, was bc>th
Last day for graduate 3/4 Johnso n Theater , 7:30
to determin e the most practical to teach to n~w staff and use. shire said he believed the new
pm. Tickets
tuition refund on
system was long overdue. "I'm
system for the two organiza .
new
-uons_ before submltti ng their The Macintos h network is eas- against _
the
available at MUB Ticket
withdrawal.
ily learned and _simple to <;>per- compute rs... they make the job
propo~al to SAFO.
Office, M-F, 10 am. Accordin g to Brian McCabe, ate. If there were mistakes in easier and more enjoyable , alRed Cross Blood Drive - 4pm, 862:.2290.
lowing the employe es a decent
SAFO Bvsiness Manager , the
th
to
urchase of the new compute rs copy, ~re was no extra time
life."
Information: English
"Puttin' on the Ritz,"
P
double-c heclc and fix e·r rors, crack at social
eliminate d the need for approxi- Marirlo said. ..1 think we did an
Dept., 862-1313.
Granite State Room,
mately- $10,000 in yearly-se rv.- ice contract s with the Varitype r
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· at' do you think about GeOrge Bush1s
Are you wottiErd ?

wa.r on · dl'Ugs · · .

'

''{'

.'

.. ."I hate politics. I
"Bush is not my .
. "I don't think
ave nothing to
_favorite person. I'm · ,it's going to work.
orry -about." .
not sure his opinions _· I'm not worried."
. . on drugs are_going to
endy Osga
chang~ anything. - , · - -Matt Swiesz
reshman
Not worried."
. Freshman ·
· · urslng . , . ·· Mindy Stewart ·. _, -=·
Undeclued
Sophomore
Political Science

. "Mor~·money .
should -go intQ the
- education of
,
students, the _
rehabilitatio
n of _
.
former addicts, .than
. ,to the enf9~cemen t -·
•· of the laws."' .
,

.Michele Martindell
, Junior

Nursing
'

•

..

J

Durham .• House Of Pizza
Welcomes ·Back
M!MCfl · Students ·

.

.

· Now Serving: . Spaghetti,- Subs, Pizza; · and Stea~tips. - .

We Deli ver
868- 2224
.

(

.

., ,

: :·.

r.r ,·

·· ,, .r

\ • •, l

'

~;", ,.. ·{.' ·~· .,
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SBP and SBYJ> t8ke ,
ACA.DEMIC,

Stud~t Activities Programming
Office, Room 126, MUB, before
Sept. 30~ in order to be recogni:zed
by the University. · Schedule
appointrn~t with Program Advisor~
~62-1001.

Pre-Medical/ Pre- Dental advice:
Auditions.: .UNH Dance Theater
advance, thesenatecanlobby," :;
· Co., Ballet, Jazz, M~dem and· ·
ff-planning to.attend m~ical ~i
Over the _ surpmer, he said. "We've been,,assured ' dental
sch0ol, contact the PreTap.
Student Body Presjdent Mike that all activities affecting the'
'Open to .all. Tuesday, Sept. i 9.,
medical/Pre-dental Advisory
Desmarais and _Student Body student body will be . forNewman Dance ,Studiq, New .
Committee for
Vice President Chris Sterndale warded", Stemdale. said.
- information, Room 14, Floor,. B:-··
Hampshire Hall, 4 pm.
began t~fi.dfill theif•'ca:Qlpaign .·
,nesmarafs
and Dimond Library, 862-3625.
.,
promises.~.
.. . . .
Sterndale were also involved
UNH'• ~•ck~n Estuarine
., ··, ·, ··According to besma- ., "With the fmalization of a new
Lab Open House: Come see
· Auditions for "The Phant~m Toll ·
the facilities arid view the
"· rais anct,Stemdale, they met contract for the coast buses.
UROP Undergr~duate Research
Boot})": A Children's theater
with •,. a:;varlef:Y- ·o f administr.i:- _ · .
St~rndale . said . the
Awards: Studenis who wish to
marine
animals from the Great
Produ~tion of the Thea~r:anci Dance
tors· ~cl ·trustee·s~ . ~nd -made -·~_Student Activity Fee and .the pursue a research project ·and ·
Bay.
Open
to µte public. Located
Dept.; Open to all. Actors, stage .
-~ decislons:on topics concerning·' ·. StuqenfSenate agreed to pay a
rec~ive a stipend or support to
at the Jackson Lab/ Adams:Point .
managers, assi_stant _
the student body. The·· most $90,000 blanket amount to . defray
Rd., Durham on Sept.16, 12-4:30
director and synthesizer/player/.
important topics being a _~tu- cover fr~«! . riding pri~eges for ·research expenses ~bp'\lld contact .. C(?mpo.ser nee4ed. We9.!1esday,
'. pm.. ,Any quesµ~ns? Call Jay
denrlqJ:>bytst'\'the co~tbuses; ' all UNH"ifndetgraduates '•~·w ith
the Undergraduate Research
Grimes at 862-2175.
Sept. .20/ the MUB b~.e m~nt , and the ID's, on all shuttles, karivans
OpporJohnson Theat~. 7 pm.
Video Tex-system.
and COAST buses.
tunities Program (UROP) for
.,
. Desmarai~
a~d
This was a $10,000 information. Applications and
·Adver~sing lnformation:{pisplay
,. · Sterndale worked with Eugene increase over the contrac(they guidelines available in UROP
or clasiified, please cont~t=
·
Mub Min'i-Course Registration:
Savage, vice chancell<>r ofUQf-.s· .had for the past three years,
office, . Room 209, Hood House.
·
Th6lNew
"Add a Little Class" - - Take a
,.;
versity Systems Relaµpns anq · according to Ste,rndale.
Application deadline is October
llampshire
· ii
MUB Mini-Course. Choose from
.
with the chairperson of the
They~soworkedwith 20 _
. , . ., ~
13 different clas_ses from Drawing.to.
RI(!_,. HOB,
;~ Po}Uical Science Depattment, Dirk Timmons, the director of
. Harmtmica, Ballroom Darice~ and-''.', Memorial Union Bldg.
t1
,; Ro~rt Craig; about last year's the campus shuttle, 'to· create
,UNH
Massage! Reg~ter: Tues., Wed., &
'.i propqsalo(installing~student :Jess of a "tax,i service": and to- ATHI;ETICS ANO
Dqrham,
·· .Thurs., 9/19, 9/2.0,
\ lobbyist in Concord. ·, ,
. make the shuttle ~or!! _aJ>peal:
RECREATION !
Nh03824
9/2.l. Student Activity
.~
Sternciale said they· Ing to students, Stem.dale said~
(6Q3) 862. , .. ,
. Progr~g Office, Room 126,
Y decided to h;,tve the . student . ·..
The shuttle is cur1323
Non-credit fitness classes:
MU:B, 9-12 and
'
} interns. work 1n_· conc~rd witl:\ . reiltly running four times per
Sponsefed by R~. Sports Dq,t; · - 1-4. .$20.per course fee due at
\ Savage·'andthe government ; · hourtoAlotandonceperhour
Openings available in Aerobics, . _.. r~egis,:r_~tion
, . "It will-be more .effec- . fo Data General.
. .
~Aqllatize, Swim Fitness, arid ;[ .v.··,•;,.- .~ · ~ .
~tiv?tiilt way," Sterii.dale s~id.·
·
"We want to make it W,e,m~t;i) Weight Training classes
UNH Model ;~nited:Naflti~
·. ·
.
"W~.ueed...ears -to ·lel us
more app~aling to park iriAfot" that begin Sept.18. Sign
Meeting: First organizatio~
up in the . Stu~~nt Organ~tion
~ when something.will .affe.ct the "': . Sterridale said.
Rec. Sports Office,
meeting of the year. Thurs4ay,
··Registration: All stµdent
:;: student body." · ' ·'
· · : ·,, ·The ·shuttle will also
Room
_
151,
Fie,
Sept.21, Horton Rm. 204, 17:30- 2
l
d
House,,
M-F,
~'
"
··.
•,organizatio~-:,
i
nm;J
register
with
the
' ,.... · '
.
?
According toStemdal~ ,'( {make ~ a runs on Sunday 4. '
.
pm.
...
, 17. the decision to use the interns ·· ·: nights for residents· returning
~ came··when he realize4 tha\Jfie -;.jtlleir cars to A lot · and Data •"""'ff'""';,.,•. 4''";<"'"".,,~i<t--•"-'""'~ .",.,.,ilf~ ,1:r;,.-w~n•'".~'f:1t:.,,;~:i... ~, i"
111.•·.,· .•u·
l t:ttle"'-'~Nil>bytst~·::1i:ad-:;,. neg~fivf';"i~eneraffallefffl~\wefkefid:"'"~'~'.,-:•I
~~-=-=,.=,_,.:.~
- .;.:.;·~=,~,_:_:._-~-;._;:..,,;.;__:_,_;._;_;._.,;_, ~•. ;;;... .,..;.;;._•.,.~·d·,F·•a•mn
·· 1111_.·, · ··s·-,an-El~-0-·t·ft--~onne>~tlon~. , This way .the
... ,., ... Stem~ale~-~dde~t,Jhat ·"· .. ·:: . -.,~~~"'~St.e.IT1ci~C:: _s.main:proJ...~.0Pe, ~!~et<>r-90h,t!_l\1l:JB .and __ ...... __ .,g . PP ...... """ ~
g
universitywillimproveconnec~ unlike last year, the schedule ect was the. MUB_ basement. AnthonyZ~?s,AssociateDean . '-:Ires for utilizing the sp~ce in
tlonswith the government, said will remain the ~ e t.;prough- Sterndale wor~~~-m c~~ra- _ ~oy S~ud~n,t Alfairs.
, the basement, p~vious~ ocSterndale.out-.the·-year., \ )
,z.,;, ',,.
/ ti9n~th,~ rtcl~f~te~ofth~~Y~t'.·, 9 \ .., : , - ~:S_tel;Ildal~ said that
"Ifwe'retoldenoughin
j,'..:'\ '";;
·'- ~_9a'.t~ q~;povetnots, J~ff Qn:;: j, architects are in the process.of . SBP/SBVP page 3_0
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VideoTex: Everytkiri.g yOttJwanted to know about UN'.JI
-

-

.

,·
~

l

mon qµestions -from, students they're t:ry to return to the origi. . The computer termi:. like -jJyiior tjkt;4ia ·nm.de~ nal screen, according to Des- _ nals are located in 10 sptj(s on
':;:, i~en:~s,ked if tHey'have heard marais.
campus: all . dining halls,:· the
pf the new information com"We have - had com- Health Service Center, two in
puter on campus: "VideoTex". plaintsofthisandwearework- the MUB, one in the Alµmni
."It's 'a ·eomputer'~ sys;. i'' 'irig'bJi, th~t problem now," said CenteT, one ln the libr~.fone
· tern qesigned ,or.students an<;l Desmarais; :. ,;;
in the Admissions Office;
· :faculty to answ,er.a wide :range
~At first I couldn't fig- one in the Field House. ~ure
·ofquestio~s on campµs evei:its .· ure out how to. get back to the sights include residence lilills,
like;~t!efltqing;.~ajo~:·sports . original, ~creert, but once ·1 flg- according to Desmarais. l.1!I
andmeetings;/ sa.id Maryanna .· . ured that out, i discovered how
Both Grimes and!
ites. ,:· Orime:s of-Stud~nt Afiairs '\Yho .,' easy ·it ·was to use and how marais comment on the s , ong
. · worked with · Student , ~ody. helpful the information is," said support fr6m the Univet; ity,
, President ,M ike_, De,smapas as ·senior Rebecca Doherty.
including all aspects of fthe
coordinator of the project}
'
Desmarais worked on project. Faculty and stud~nts
• ... "It includt:!s :~ .student ·the system with Grimes all alike . have had pos~tive ~ac.directory, faculty office hcnirs~ :. summer. H,e / was on several tions, and all the departltj~nts
-• dining toom·nierius'·;'hitia:fuu::,> tori:ul'llttees·
determine the, are extre~ely helpful- in ;~ ubral information, bus sched- ideal places for terminals, ex- · initting information to main, ul~~•/'CUUural .· event$~.c field r~tly~wJ:i,a! to·,,pqfm for infor- tain the ·up-to-:date" quaµ:ues
'· house events ·aniong others," .-n:iation, · and marketing ideas of VideoTex.
·'
said Grimes.
to let students know the proFunding was rat,sed _
"We like to us~ it to gram is available.
communally through thei efhighlight the ,g.oocl things on
· . , -"W~'d like to market if · forts of student government,
campus, we're· e,ven going to as much as we caii;:J:ry to let Pa.rent's Association, student
include-an "atfile~oftheweek," ,stud_en~s/ know, what'~r·'going affair$ and alumni~ G1(nes said
sh~ said.
i
·;~
- on,_
;,hesmaijas -~c:l. . \ : .
that raising the money forthe
f< · VldeoTez -- for people who want to keep their finger on the
What's unique about
· ·.- _
Ji_e _a lso &pea~ of t~e commuters was a ·fun~ uplieat"
· - pulse of VNH's ever-changing m,yrlad ~f ac~vitles. (Ed -t this computer system is that possi!>ly>ot.b,'.'1ri~ ~--_ t,i,itu~e project which she enjoyed' treSawyer photo.)
· - , , it's available to anyone who name ico11test to get tg.e, stu- mendously.
wants to use it. - No code or dents '·:inYolved,,.-.iP: a·"catchy
VideoTex is for everyBy Allyson Schade
t.l<ms tbtqughQu_tcampus. They<, special _permission is needed,- name· for'·.!}l~,1' Ptc?tram, and one, from freshman needing
. Chances are you've ·all ~e:; part/ of ·•· fi!e ne;w systell) ' •. slpl~Jy sit ~own and begin.
also emphasizes th~timeliness . information on scheduling to
'.' Although VldeoTex is , of it, noting· that updates are seniors wanting to -find ·out
ready pas&ed by them. Those calied Wideol'ex. • ,, '.,.,·
· •What 18 • it? What are a great informational tool, some made every day from the stu- when the next play is happencompute.rs that have materialized in several common loca-: you ~ g about'?· are com- students find a problem when • dent affairs office.
. in~-' , ', :. .·.. ,·.·.
•,·'
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"EASY ·MONEY · .
Do YO U Like

to wor k ''Behind the ·
· Scenes"? _Are You inte rest ed in wor kin g
. .betw een classes or the eve ning ?Do you .
· -wa nt a job righ the re on cam pus ? ·. ·
· . UN H Din ing has a job for you
-

I

.Start ing at $5.25 per hour with a . free mea l 'for each
s.h ift work ed
..Mee t new peop le, mak e new frien ds and earn lots of
Spen ding mon ey • · .· . $ ·$
·$ $

r

.

'

..

; .. Huddles ton 862-1892

Philbroo k 862-1890

. .· / Stillings 862-1372

··

. ·.

Stop By or call today!! .

· ·

.

•

I

/".

.

.

.

· Wanit Tco ·lBce Kri.voRvce·d? .
.

'

.

· ..,

'

Joinm The SitudleJmttSteJmaiite •·
2 Freshm·en space s
/
I.

1 Greek (In house, female) ·

1
.

· Commuter spaces
P,e tition s in Stude nt Senat e ·
Offic e, Room 130MU B, :x:1494 .
. Deadl ine: Sept 18 by N6on.
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.
, ·~or ~reshman, Greek and Commuter Positions
In the MUB & All Dining Hall$.
th
· On .September 19_

.

1

,

,

.

·

.
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8
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By Sarah Merrigan
This fall, as students returned to the UNH campus,
they we:re greeted by a sight
which seems fo be g:rowing
. more and more familiar. Pike, .
·with .its boarded: up windows ,: .
and padlocked front door
seems, .at first sight, to have
joined the ranks TKE. How- .
ev~r. Mike Sdola, · Greek Activlties Advisor, says that Pike's
doors were not closed by the
University:
.
Stemming from a Pike .s ponsored activity at Odiorne Park
. last sprtng, Pike was brought "'"
up ai,d charged withf"vatiotis· .. ·
alcohol-related charges," according to Sciola. As a result of
these charges, the University
placed Pike on jeopardy sus~
pension.
A~cordfrigto Pike president
Al Dobron, their chapter had . ·
not had an alcohol violation in
'
four and a half years, yet their
previous record was factored
into the Univ~rsity's decision
to P,11t Pike ori je?pardy suspension.
This suspension, although
it did not close Pike's doors,
'
did include several stipulations
TIKE1s boarded house remains_ aftei: mutual decision·to close. (Ed Sawyer photo.)
as to Pike's existence. Among
these stipulations were no rush .Pike alumni, and was solely sible options, Pike's national ' generate. the necessary funds.
or pledging for on~ iyear, no · independent ofthe suspension. ch~pter felt that the only feaAt this time, Pike is hoping
drinking on the premises for
According to Dobron, Pike's iiible thin·g to do · would be to to be open by the spring of this
one year, 'and a live-in nouse .... house was . in ne~d · of som('.! close the :house for some time, year.
·
· ·
p~ep.t by Sept~mber 1st.
. c.o nstructive, me~ure1S in or- and ~ise !h,e mopey for repai1;s.. :- , Althoug~ the University q.id
.Apparently~ .the.decision to · der to· meet fire codes. How~ Currently, ari Alumni fund- . n·o t officially close down Pike,
close Pike"s doors was made by ever, after . exploring all pos- raiser is being worked on to th~re is the sentiment
in the

·of

Kinn ear name d E:X:ecutive VP · ----

.
·,

-55

.

B-y Susan McCarter

America holds the best univer- finally to house as area at the
sity system,. -By becoming in- forefront ofr~search and pub'"'. ·
beginsT-Hallha sbecomefllled .. volvedi1;1 the education system .lie service. ·
·
:
with some new faces. Although · :he believed ·'he·could make his
He understands the . · 5
he actually arrived in Novem- greatest contribution to our need to raise · salaries of the 5
ber, as executive vice · presi- government and economic faculty and to attract the best 5
dent, ·Or.
'"·
system.
·
and the brightest professors. 5
George Kinnear is one of
Al~ough he was given Yet he also sees the need to cap 5
the new faces to UNH's admin- manyattractiveo :tfersfromboth the con~tant rise in tuition.
5
istrative bran_c;:h.
public and private institutions,
Along with President 5
Dr. Kinnear, along he was drawn to U_NH by his Haaland he is .currently work- :
with President Haaland, wel- appreciation for the -research , ing on a pwgram to be released 5
corned Dr. Eggers and is eager being done·and the quality of later this fall. It is a major 5
· to begin the school year.
the faculty, s4rlf and students. fundraising plan to substan- 5 .
Dr. Kinnear came to
As· executive vice tially'increase the University's
UNH from a 37 year stint in the · president for fmance, his goals, endowment.
'
· ·
Navy.. Beginning as a Navy sea although feasible, requited
He also see,s the prob- 5
recruit, he eventually became cooperation and commitment _ lems of deferred maintenance, :
a distinguished and decorated from the executive branch and the need for more campus 5
~ four star admiral avi~tor.
the university family offaculty, housing, and low CO$t housing 5
The Navy was his life staff and students.
for grads.and new faculty. He 5
and-passion and it took him all
He wants to bring the feels that with the new fun'"
over the world. He also served ·resources already available to draising some · of these prob- ·
as the .chief of Legislative Af- their full potential, to support lems could be addressed. ·
fairs Department.
the primary purpose of UNH.
Dr.. Kinnear and ,his
·
For Kinnear finding
He sees this as three wife, a native of York, Maine,
otit first hand how the govern:.. fold. It is to provide education have settled in Durham. · He
ment works w:as both stimulat- process which involves a:·stable and his wife have nine chiling and educational. Despite and active interaction ·o f fac- dren, who are at this time all
the flaws that he witnessed ulty and students, to produce . over ·
the
world.
within the government he still educated students who can use has found New Hampshire and
believes that America's system not only their knowledge but Durham, "to have the basic
is the best in the world.
~so insight gained at UNH and · values 'of the United St~te~ in ·
He ·also believes that ·
pure condition".
As the school year

PAGE9

Gree.~ community on campus

that the overly harsh suspension .was another attempt on
the administration 's part to
slowly eat away at the Greek
system on campus.
When asked about this
sentiment. Sciola stated that
h e is -aware it exisJs, but that
"there wiH always be mom for
the Greek system at UNH. ,..
However, .. Sciola feels very
strongly that ':'the time has come
for the Greeks to do the work. ·
The University is still c9mmitted to toworking with:pike
to }:te\p keep them going. 1pciola: went on to say that h he
Greeks have to realize thai jhey
must meet certain stan~!rds
as an organization on the »1NH
campus, the minimum ofvd1ich
is meeting s~~te\ and fe~eral
la:ws: .
. : zpi£•-l
i~
' When asketlJabout Ffke's
immediate future, Al Dobron
felt confident that it would be a
positive. one. The fratemify is
still v~ry active, still holding
house meetings, .and DoQron
feels that tliis temporary closing of the house will just "show
how strong their brotherhood
is."
Their National Chapter has
not given up on Pike, and the
UNH chapter is still actively
workingwith the I.F.C. and the
Greek Resour,ce..Center to help
the Pike brothers, spread out
across campus, atid jnain~
their organization's unity: ·

JUST -DO IT
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Friqay -Saturday
•For the students, by the students-

'}Jover Jlouse :J{ealtli care

wi[{ojfet you

the opportunity to become a

Certified!J{Jtrses !4ssistantJindiuliniJ
cfassroom,&clinical. training

.
· Mon.,Tues.,Thur. ·4-10 pm ·
,please apply in perso~,by Sept. 22 :
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andom
Writings
Marie Garland

really mi~s summer
myself. I miss long days,
and sand in my shoes (for
Wow! I cannot believe
days), ·and the tan I finally
that _I was actually asked
got around the end of July
to write for this little
It was the best tan l :have .
section. I'm :t;tot even
ever had in my e1,1tire life.
really a writer~ I guess
-, It's gone.
working_inJhe. Gr~phics. ·Sti1l, lguess,.ther~.'are ,_, ,.,.. ~ -,·
Department around here
some simple pleasures in ·
has it~s-advantages! So,
being back around campu
there t~as, really excited · You get to see all the
to getirijy; writing debut,
friends you havn't seen fo
and it-~eured to tne that ··· three months. UNH can
I_had i~t~{utely no~hing , .. ,. (gasp) thought of as home
to write about. Not a
arid coming home is
single idea:Zilch.
always comforting.
I ¢ed to remember some Another -little joy is· seeing
of the 'Random'. columns all those faces you ·
l had read in the past. I ·. ·recognize, but cannot for
recalled one about .
· the life of you attach a ·
someon~ buying anew.
name to. Balancing out ·
car, and it giving her a
·academics, work, and ·
sense of freedom and
· social life once _again is
~esponsibility at the same also gn~at fun. It's that
time. And another about · · added 'academics' you
the anxiety inv~lved in . .h~ven't been worrying
facing graduation. No
about all summer that ·;
use. I'm only a
.
really makes things
sophmore. And I'm flat
difficult. And registration.
broke, so no car. No
Need I say more?
inspiration there. Now
Like I .said, I miss ~ what do I write? summer. I miss my tan. I
Before you start to think miss mom's car. (not like
that t~is is -pointless, I
could park it here
should tell you I did
anyway!) Hopefully, next
finally come up with a
June, I can say that I miss
topic. Summer. Yep,
school, just as I did last
that's my great t~pic. I
· ,June.

,

,

~. :,~,~·~,

.:

f..

.

.· :st-

ii

reer
cross

-DURHAM· -(contlnued _&om page 2)
to a 100 percent Ben and
Jerry'screambar, accord·tng to Bill Moore, manager. "'It's
a much better·tce cream,• he
said. The store has also change
its name to Convenient Super

lee

Store.

-

Last but not least. you
· . may have noticed the lines
moving faster ·this year at Uie
Durham book Exchange.
•Everyyeai- we stock more and
more.· said Lorraine Mecham,

manager.

,

•
•·•

Jf,,
Jf,,

WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative

y~11 be respol'\Slble for placing
: · advertising materials on bulletln
Jf,, · boards and working on

Jf,,
Jf,,
Jf,,
•

Jf,,
Jt,
Jf,,
Jf,,
Jf,,
•
•
•

marketing programs for dlents ,
such as Amerlcan Express,
Bost4>n University. Eurall. and
varfous movie companies,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. No_
sales; Many of our reps stay
,with us l!ffi9 after graduation. If_
you . . seff-motlvated, hard· wotkl,v, and a bit of an
entrepfeneur, call or write for
mon, Information to:

.

-•

• I

MIERICANPAIIUGE

'lll1WCIRI( ,
If Durham and the ••
UII W~ HOWARD STREET .
nearby towns were In a race to - •
· CHICAGO, IL 80648
.
Improve and expand the f'astat. Durham would beat the- • ··CNICMJOM.1.ASLOSN«a.ES
Nl!WYORICSEAT11.E
hands down. or CDUft!lee even .• ·
In a rm,e, anada clon1 movewry qulc:lcly thought But with - ·-, :'/•: :- -:,,-: : : :;: : : //::':,:•'. :, ,' ,

_,____
,_,,.,..,..,

fs~~
.
1
r
a•
·~;;t.;!~~'·-'

:;;;l\81:;;; rn;;;n; c::::s::<·••••

· The National ~urity Agen~y will be on campus October 27th interviewing seniors majoring .
in computer and electrical engineering, comput~r science, mathematics~ and.Slavic, ~iddle
Eastern, .and Asian.languages. ·Summer positions are also·available for juniors.
/

.
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. president,
Stite s_to
resig n
By Terri Danisevic;h
Eric Stites, Memorial Union Student Organization
(MUSO) President, informed
MUSO officers Tuesday night
that he will be resigning from
his post as soon as a replacement can be found:
. Stites, who !s also the MUB ,. .· .;,
·. Board of Governor's Chairman,. · 1- '·"·
'c ited ..a lot"of' other comnrrt·.: ,,.~ ,} ;:;
me·n ts", including a 21 credit :
; ~:
Students enjoy day in the.:sun, playing liard and lµlving lpts and lots of fun. (Eric Andre~• photo.)
course load as factors _in his ; i
{
decision to step down.
_ ._ i ---.~.-~~ ,.·,, ~
. .According to Stites, "the ~· .}.,' ,/
"-'
job wasn't working .out .as~11f:\i t, .' f:
pl~1med it to... I .t hink _SQW.~--~i:
i:
one else can giye it mor~ ):,i.9,1~
~- ~-and make' it nin better tnai:fi
By Laura A. Dea me
Michael Desmarais, student _ pletely evaluate .the space. ·
I think the basement should be can."
,\:• .It .can be best described as oodypresident, explained that
The MUB project (earn has ' used as· a leisure and so~ial
MUSO member Sarah .
· a _.rabbit warren. with its low he and Chris ste rndaleS, stu- · formulated several _o ptions for spa ::e."
Hanson said she believed ~it's a ·
· ceilings and dark twisting hall- dent body vice pre~_ident, were the space, including: a comAlong wi th stemd ale and shame he is leaving-right now
ways seeming to wander aim- determinedtofo llowupontheir puterclusterw ith 75 personal Desmarais, Onore is confident . becauseMUSO
isgoingthrough
lessly underground.
campaign prmµises and .Qlake .. computers, an ent~rtainment that a decision following the changes... I hope a r~sponIt can also be described as the future of the MUB base- fa~ility with a capacity of at architect's recommendatio ns ,
sible and qualified person will
one of the last free amounts of ment a priorlty 'th i~ fall.
. least 200 persons, meeting can be made soon, with con- apply for.the position... somebuilding space available to ·
This paS,t S'ummer,·-oeSfn a- rooms.,.studentactivity organi- stnJction possiQly beginning -one_whoisgenuinel yconcerned
students on the UNH campus, rais an_d stemd ale teamed· up zation · offices, mailboxes and before Christmas break.
. about entertainment for stuand its future is very .close. to wi th Dean of students J · Gregg lockers for comrimter student
S ti teS, Azzi, -Sanborn, a nd dents at UNH.
becoming decided upon. ·
Sanpom,MUBD ir~ctorUeffrey , use.
-.;;:--.
Hagstromwere unavailablefor ·
-Debra Hopkins, MUSO
It is the MUB b~sement. An · Onore, · Co~struction Proj~ct
Desmarais seemed to-lean comment, but projected coSt s _darkroom director, was regretinstigator of conflict and con- , R¢presenta~ive Donald _m°'g- ,. towards option :s'as a priority. for ·Jle renovations have been ful 9f his
resignation. ~He
troversyin the past, it"1ll soo,n __ . sfrom,_. an9 MU~-!i Boar~ ;,of; "I'd ~e to s~e tJ;ie space used eStlmated to be approxi'mately shouldn't leave,
,he can:t leave .
becOm(iUSefulspacetotheQNI-F.\. ~rem,,g113 l :sid~~ ~ricStl~ ,?:''·~~ ':'a n -~nte:ftaimnent_ facility, $ 3 oo,oo_p to $,SQO,GQO.
. and we won't let him leave,"
'i
· community, thanks to the work ... .., Tfi~! p~od~~~a-a detailed where we can have ban~s,and
1 ;:: ·'
Desm_a rais l!o.pes t}:lat. f4 nd- she: said.
'·
._q . 1."
th
of student representatives and plan of~cbon P?nc~ming e comedians in a place separate raising Will cover th 'coSt:s_or'
-Stites himself had ."no"recertain members of the admini- Ml,JB basement proJrcL' It p'l- frotn th~ :MUB Pub.~
·,. '< the proje~t. so that th e expense grets". He said- MUSO ,Will·be
stration.
.
.
eludes the selectjon and•hiring , .•,_ Onm~e held the same opin; ' wi,11 not affect students. flnan- advertising for a replacement
, ;
of an architect who will ··com~ · ion . ..I agree with-'t lie students-'.' cially.
in _the very near future.
i
;,:

t·

i

a

MUB basen ient ·space to becom e new plcl.ce

0

e

Polic e · repor t arieS1:s,
By Tammy ·Anni~ .

':. •

.:;

•

THERE ARE'TWO SIDES TO .-, :·
BECOMINC A MURSE IN·T"E ARMY.

· ~ Six. people wer'.e ar- · -charged Sophomore James A. -·
rested Friday at 32. Main Street Ben of678 Edgewood Road With '
And they're both repre~ ·
., Apartment T. · They were misrepresentat ion of age. · His ',
sented by the insignia you wear
cl?,arged with being knowingly arraignment date has been set
present where a . controlled for September 26 _in Durham.
as a member of the Army Nurse
substance was being kept or District.'C01i i:t. ,,i .- · >. ·:~ .., ·." ·'•
Corps: The caduceus-on the left
used.
·,.·
.
students were
means you're part of a health care
· Among the arrrested . ·i harged wit!) open·'coritaine r
system
in which educational and
were Robert Wilson, 19, a UNH violations an.d ·are ~u~ to be_
student; Matthew A. Glance~ arraigned in Durham .District
career advancemen t arethe rule, ·
18 , also a UNH student; Chris- Court on September 26. · They
not the exception. The-'gold bar / .
.
,''; l:V:h,r,'
topher ¥cLaughlin-,18 , of Co- _ were Robert P. Carpentier, 20,
.
on
the
righ~
means
you
command
respect~s an_~rmy officer)f y9.t1're ~\'..::
basset, MA: John D. Soucy, of 4 Main Street in Durham;
earning a BSN, write: Army., Nurst:; Oppo{tumt1~s; RO ..Box,7713., , _~ ,- .. ;Jff r,;t.~f'
18, ofManchester; David Cote, KevinCoteof26 MadburyRoad;
Clifton, NJ 07015. ·
. ·. _· :_.. _ · ·. 18, also from Manchester; and anc:l John _R Kongsvik, 2 1, of
Robert J . Dimerto, 19, of 66 Main Street.
Winthrop.MA TheyareschedDurham Police report
, ' uled to , appear in Durham n umerous a rrests for unlawful
District ,Court on Septemoer possession of alchohol over the
26 ·
.) . .
weeke nd - S t udents Alyson E. ~ @fi/B
t@
r;

Three·

!.

';!;~;i;\

t · - ,. '. · ,·'

.ARMY NURSE CORPS.•l~YO U CAN BE.'L·

Pelham!~~~:~~;;;e~~ ~i:::•iii~:1d~~:e': Ii/
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How' re you going to do it?'
. ,~ @f
''"Ph
. . .
-b·.reeze.,-;.
1 zs zs going to b~-a_
.\·

;.~

j

Gr ea t back-to-school prices on PS/2's.
'

Jus t in time. You can pick up an IBM 'Personal System/2®
with easy-to-~se software·
loaded and ready to go. ~nd bes t of all,y ou get it at a spec
ial low •hack-to-school price. ·
And tha( s not all. Whe~.you buy the PS/2,® you can get
a great low price on·
PRODIGY,® the exciting new shopping, information ·and
ent~rtainrpent computer
service. Star t this semest~r up and run nin g with a PS/ 2
-at ·a low, low price~
..

PS/ 2 Model 30 286 -lM b memory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,
one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb),
20Mb fixed disk drive, -BM
·Mouse, 8513 Color Display~ ·
DOS 4.0, Microsoft®·
._;_ ·, :windows/286, Word 5.0,* _
_. hDC ·Windows Exprcss:M
•'<, hDC Windows Manager '_\' and
, - hDC Windows Color'M

$2 41_
.s ·

.

.. ..

..,.,.,..,.,........................." ............"""""" ~.

:

'

PS/ 2 Model 50Z -1M b memPS/2 Model 55 SX- 2M·b memory, ?0~,8~ (10 MH~) processor, · · . ory, 80386SX™ (16 .M
Hz) pro-_
one 3.5 d1s~ette dnve (l.44~b),
·cessor, one· 3.5" diskette drive -· _.·
30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
( 1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive,
Channelrn architecture, I BM Micro Channel architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
Mouse, 8513' Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
DOS 4·.0, Microsoft
·Windows/286, Word 5.~,* Excel,*
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,*
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
hDC Windows Manager and .•
hDC Windows Color
2 .g 35 h~C Windows Color
.

.

. For pur cha sin g inf orm atio n
ple ase con tac t:
.· Th e Un ive rsi ty Tec hno log y Ce nte r··
Ro om 14 A, Thompso_n Ha ll
{60 3) 862 -13 2.8

I

$367 5

$

__
_
- -- -~- · -

Now, special low prices on thr ee models

of IBM
·Proprinters,™ too .

-,,. ....
·- ®

------ -

- ~. ·----......- ____.----.--

.

*Micro soft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions.
This offer 1s limited to qualified students,-facultX and staff
who orde_r an l~M PS/2~ od~I 8~~~;t,.1,
8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31, 1989. Price:: quote
d do not 1nclu~e sales tax, handh_
n
g
and/o
r
proce~s1ng c ~rges . ec wi
institution regarding these charges. Orders are subje
ct to availab,iity. IBM may withdraw the promotion at
any time witho ut written n°:1~6 IBM Personal System/2 and PS/

2 are registered trademarks , and Proprinter and Micro
Channel are trademarks, of lnternatio~al Business Ma~hin
es Corp_orat1on.:ROD IG~i;
regi~teredtrademark of ~rodigy Services Company,
a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft is a registe
red trademark of Microsoft C~rporat1on. hDC W1;~~ws
Windo ~s Mar.ager and hDC Windows Color are tradem
xpress,
arks of hDC Compu ter Corporation. 8038~SX is a tradem
ark of Intel Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1 . · _
.

'

'
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Sm ith Hal t·to\ be ·ren ova ted
'

By_Marjorie .Smith

)

problems in the building.
The :renovation of semester.
Carpeting and layers
the
of
majority
The
to
expected
not
is
Smith Hall
begin UQtil the new-housi ng by . renovation is planned for the of paint have helped to cover
A Lot is complete and the pro- interior of the building. As up most of the wear and tear,
gression on the ne.w dormitory Carol Biscnoff, director of but many of the residents are
housing, explain~d. the r~no- quite aware ofit. Lauren Gravis settled
Srnith Hall, houses vation will consist )of a basic eline, a new resident of Smith
about85in temationa landU.S. regutting of the building while Hall thjs semester, loves the
studen.t s. making it one of the frying to keep most of it's old dor-m; the people, and the
atmospher e, butfeels the dorm
smaller housing complexes on fashioned charm.
is in dire need of r enovation.
electrifa~ilities,
New
campus. Because it's small, it
"It's like an old rickety
paint.boards,
floor
wiring,
cal
students
al
gives the internation
a homi~r atmosphe_re to live in. : and numerous adjustmen ts are home," said Graveline.
Even though the
Shutting down this· ~ome things in store for Smith
a commodio us
offers
building
with
consistent
being
all
Hall,
dorm for renovation is going to
can also be
it
re,
atmosphe
of
hopes
are
There
codes.
fire
living
a
be
mean there will
of the
some
for
t
adjustmen tforsomeo fthe U.S. redesignin g some of the space - unpleasan
there.
living
students
hopef4,lly
usage,
a:qd foreign students. As it· , for . better ·
, - standsnow~ tn.e'aorm wi11 only___ bnngiiig~abouca- poss'Ib1e i1;r.:~:. -- - - - The ·:tnajor·co-inplail)t
be shut down for one semester. crease in bad space. Of course, of most of the students ' is the
Laurie Horton, the vice everything has to be fit in with condition of the showers. T}ie ·
inconsiste nt water tempera.president of Smith Hall, com- the financial situation.
the
tures of cold and scalding h~t
of
Rob~rts
Dwaine
old
the
of
many
mented that
"Smithies" are afraid that they ·· environme ntalsystem sdepart- can make showering an uia,
will be placed in separate areas mentsaid they are moving along . pleasant experi<;nce.
aura
discerning
The
readily
~s
renovation
the
h
t
wi_
·
and that 'it .may remain like
that after the renovation . The as they can, but the.· comple.: thafthe building's charm radi· tionofthen ewf~ciliti esnearA ates helps to override any of its
Tires, Tires,goa way, butthey'l lbebackin anotherw ay. {M:, renovation is expected to take
. about eight months to com- lpt is what is determinin g the faulty qualities. Once renova·
.
Pamham, photo)
tion is intact, residents will be
pmleetre). ( a semester ~n? a sum~ progressio n. they plan on
keeping the "picturesq ue arc hi,, pr-esented with a moclemize d ·
There is still no focus tecture" •e>f the building as it is and yet charming, inn-like type
of living atmospher e.
By Ishi Niyama Burdett
which picks up the recyclable on where the residents ofSmith · except for some drainage work
·. Durham residents
moisture
the
lpwith
trash makes approxima tely · · Hail . will be placed for this thatwillhe
are now able to put use . to
1,450 stops. Out of these at
their renewable trash through
60% are putting out re- . ,
least
.
a local curbside recycling
trash each week, he
usable
program that began on July
said.
1.
Grady suspects that
_
· Through the prois even higher
percentage
the
gram, residents may put a
of the bottles
s~me
_
blpe. box, provided by .!he _ . beca~~
town, on the curb for collec- 'c-Y'~ ~ ·:n:0: put out every week.
"At this·tlme most are particition on trash day; The
'PROFESSIONAL TRAINING ·AT
P~_Un~ in one way or another,"
.
tents of the box are picked up
. , MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 1rs
he said .
by a special truck to be re.The Durham landfill
EASY ~ND FUN .. TEL. (603) 659 - 3:7l8
.cycled. Currently the town is
has reached its maximum ·
recycling glass, newspape r
.and aluminum , according to . capacity and is in the process
of being closed down, accordthe July edition of The Dur~ ·
· OR WRITE ...................................................u
ing to The Durham Letter. As a
ham letter, although more
84 Main
result, the town hauls some
materials will be included i~
03857 -'s
excess trash to the Turnkey
the future.
costing
Landfill in Rochester,
· The program only
the taxpayers $68.per ton.
serves the residentia l district
Although .the recyof Durham, which does not
include UNHon~c ampus.resi :~ cling program is currently
dents, according to Durham ., co~ti!l.g:th~ !~~ IJl~J:!ey, Grady
Public Works Director Skip · · says-thatit willeventu allysav~ - - ' - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~
money. "My goal is to first
Grady. However, the town of
·. make it a break even .. .It'll cost
Durham an'd UNH would like
n9 more tl,lan to bring it to the
to reach an agreement -allowincinerator ,., said Grady.
particito
ing UNH residents
"It could conceivabl y
pate, said Grady. .'.
"UNH is currently . s,a ve taxpayers money, and
WELCOME BACK'! .
that's what we're aiming to - - - - EVE. 6:50, S&S 1:00, 3:00, .4:50
evaluatin g ' optiOQS," said
Grady. "If recyclable s are · . do," he said. '
.. []={]@17i1®W ~ ~JrilWl!Jl!Ti1[k( U~n@:~~@!@ :
. Nancy Valerio, sturemoved from .the UNH
dent town coundl member,
~mu ·1runnlilliili)W 1f'm(!J]l2J~~..
campus .. ,. then we are spendhad
coU:'ncil
town
the,
said
·
·
.
process
·
to
funds
town
mg
~E. 7:00, 9:10 SAT&SUN 4:30
. . , "tossed the idea (o( recycling)
UNH refuse."
be'Co.stner in
year"
a
Kevin
least
around for at
~ _-Lisa Miller,,hal l dited
implemen
finally
was
it
fore
Field of Dreams
rector of Congreve:· said she
in July. Recycling is currently
is .. intereskd in starting a reVE 6:40, 9:00rSAT&SUN l:20, 4:00 •
voluntary; but it will become
cycling"',co mmittee" for lhe
resi-'
Durham
for
mancfatoiy
Indiana ,Jones and the .
haj.l. Both the residentia l hall
dents on January 1, said Valdirector of stoke, Joe Leslie,
H. KAPIAN
Last Crusade
erio.
and the manageria j sec:reta:ry
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
"Since Durham has
~t Forest Park have'e xpressed
S& S 1:10, 2:40
started~ many other commu=
interest in becoming involved.
into
nities have been looking
JUDD NELSON
'Walt 'Disney's
Call For Details :
The manageria l secretary also
"I'm really glad
Valerio.
said
it,"
Peter Pan
R
ESS
RELENTL
added that flyers and recy332-TEST
1-800they're doing it as an environdistributed
be
will
cling signs
mental concern ... not for
throughou t the complex to
profiL.. and I hope that other . 11,.._,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
encourage student participatowns will. follow."
tion.
Grady said the truck

Durh am welco mes recyc ling

LE AR Nil l=m
G
BARTENDIN
ME .
EARN EXTRA INCO

con- :/"· .

GET

··CALL

TODAY ·

MASTER
BARTENDER SCHOOL
Street
Newmarket, N.H~
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·-'Jv[.'LJS 0
-1f you are
·i ntereste"d in ·

HOUGHTON'S
HARDWARE

H_A~DEN
SPORTS

Great
, Gimbals
Gyroscope

Easter Seals Benefit
Volleybal·l .

-Classic
-·1 999
I

SEPTEMBER 29, 1989

-

1 pm
'

THE
OUTBACK

Great Bay
. Clea~ers· - ·

durham .
book
exchange

Sc,1rpfo.' s ·

C), Having tons of fu~
Durham
Co,py .

Pettee
Brook Place

******

rJJ'l:11(:Jf.M.{ ;J{Q'lJS'E O'.J PIZZ~

· B) Recei.ving free ad.m ission
to movies -,

.

Men and Women's Teams
·6 Members per · T-e am ,
$15 Entry Fee
Prizes Include:

Lite B~er ~erchandise
·T-Shirts and ~uch more!!
l?Il"ovigfoirn:s

A) Working publicity

The
New Hampshir~-

-AREA-REPRESENTATIVE .

Contact Sean Conner at
. , 868-3447
or
868-9831-

'Jv[ "71 S

· Come to MUSO
in rzO_om ~148 -Of the
MUB ·and be _· an

·• o

presents
TIIT&I&@JLID) (filWJ@l m&WJID)~
_ Sunday 7:00 & 9:30- - ___
Stafford Room in the· MUB

And Remember:

·-Movies every '"Ifiursiay & Sunday
Prices a{ways clieap ,;it$' 1 Stuaents, $ 2 '.A{pn-Stuaents .
_ 9vf 'll S O shows tlie 6est movies in town · ·

&A new look at-

registration
By Allyson ·Sch~de
Thismade1 thefirstday
Instead of long lines ·
,·
ftli,ng out of tr .~ Field House , of classes ru~ more effi~iently
this year, students were wel- because professors had more
c:omed back to registration by complete, accurate rosters,
a \pcation change to Snively Kelly said.
Kelly added also that
}\rena.
Acco.fding to J im the r egistrar worked v e ry
·Wolf, a s socia te r egis t rar , closely with the s taff, prtnting
s everal alterations in the old ou t new schedulesquickly. This
r.e gis tration proces ::: were way, students had a printed
copy of their schedule, further
incorporated this yea.:·.
R\=gistratl.m was held easing the first days of classes.
The Banner system is
over a p eriod o:f three days
instead of ihe traqitional two: · programmed to do tedious work ,
qne · day for freshµ1en alone that in previo-q~ years slowed
the process significantly.
and two for upperclassmen.
In an effort to inspire
Wolf says the reason
for~extending the time period students to ·pay_bills on time,
w~s to cut down on lines and there was a new fifty dollar late··
be able to give more individ- fee added if one did. not take
care of one's bill_ before the
ual attention.
Although there were dose of registration on Mon,,; ,
still many lines associated day. This did create havoc in , ·
v.iit;h loan and billing prob-- some cases .. but the problem
leJns, the system seemed to was alleviated by the iregistrar
r4n much smoother, ~aid offering a petWcn to students
to ·, formally rxp-lain }Vhy they·
.
Wolf. .
Wolf expressed his could not pay, relieving at least ·
.c
pieasure in the efficiency of some ~ngered souls .
Although the eom . ttie. process thi.s semes ter,
a t;tributing much to tl:.~ new put.er system was designed to
forego the add/ d:rop rush~ th.ere
computer system, Bari 11er.
Th is new computer are many studentE'- who a re
·
system _allowed, adds, a nd still _trying to find _spa ces in .
dfops to .be made· directly at das.s es.
Next semester's regisSnively, allowing the students
find out immediately if they t ration may move back to two
·days, said Wolf.
·could get a class.
According to Wolf, the By Ellen _
According to WSBE's
H fflis
director of advising . .Jpanne process is easier in winter
Suppose you were program, .said Kennedy.
and the company's ·needs were
Kelly, the system resolved becausethefullyearloanshave asked to name the most .:inter"It's not only a good
matched together through a_
njost problems before classes been signed and thus the bill- nationally involved organiza- business experience, but also
computer process," said New- ; ;
ing process is not a~ h~ctic.
b~gan.
tlon on campus. Could you do a real cultural experience, .. said
man. the letters AIESEC pop Kennedy: .
it?
Newman stressed that
The lJNH AIES.E C
into your mmdrThey should.
role in her exchange
AIESEC's
AIESEC is the French group, headquartered in the
included everytb.Jng from setacronym for the international basementofMcConnellHall, is
Ung up the employment to .
Association of students in c~rrre!1tly seeking new mem- providing weekend excursions,
,.
. .
,
b ·- , .
:
. Economics and ·Business bets i.vh9 a,re intere.s ted in trav- entertainment and housing.
Management. It was founded ding; business, international
Linley Sewell is an
By'Neal McCarthy
in 1948 and has since grown to z-.wareness or simply meeting
AIESEC member from So1,1th
A string of microfilm contacted by the United States include oyer 600 college cam- ·: _;:e:~p!e.
in ,a
Levesque. Africa currently involved
Laurie
reel thefts Occurr~.d recently at Patent Sexvice in mid-July. . . , puses in 69 countries world,:,
SomerswoJ;"th,1
in
train:ee&hip
·
UNH
for
officer
.
resource
.
hum:m
Adamovi'.ch would not wide.
13 major universitk:::-: ·ac:ross
New Hampshire with General
disclose the n umber of reels
the countiy, iricluding UNE.
The University of New AIESEC, said, "I joined AIE- Electric•. ·
Apparently the thieves taken from the 1iJ:>rar.y, but said Hampshire AIESEC chapter SEC v.ith no specific intentions.
is being , ..s:pon.: - r
s tole · nearly every patent is- it was subst;>-.£.1fi.:al
was formed in 1976. according but now l _w ant to g9 some- . -~, . " She
UNH •AIESEC
the
by
sored
fun
of
lot
a
having
rm
where!
According to the Au- . to AlESEC vice President Erin
sued in the United States since
as~is~!d her
have
who
~hapte:•
involved...
being
Just
magazine,
Time
of
issue
gust
about
bjzarre
What's
1969.
Kennedy.
hvet going
to
place
a
findmg
m
about
talked
most
The
·
the thefts is that the patents the reason the thefts were rela"The objective of AIE~he first
for
shopping
g_roceiy
the
by
attended
recently
event
are readily availabl~ .to the tively easy waf:j because elec- SEC, .. said Kennedy," is to
her
throwmg
even
and
bme
"Fall
the
was
chapter
UNH
cannot
devices
security
tronic
public and can·be copied or ·
promote international l:lnderStates-style birth-.
bm:ight for about $1.50 each. be secured to rolls of ftlm the standing and awareness Regional", a meeting 0 ·r 20 . first United
,
The reels, however. cost about way they can to book volumes. through a traineeship exchange northeast.em chapters of AIE- .day P~·
Just
is.••
~IESEC
,
.
"University.
Tufts
at
hefd
SEC
Butsecurityfortheftlmisrare~ / program."
$100 a piece. The event included amazmgl .s aid Sewell. AIEAccording to Time a pr9blein because of tht: spe,
Kennedy explained
SEC organized e:veiything re. magazine~ the thieves gathered cialized equipment needed to that the primary goal of the lectures from AIESEC mem- ally; my apartment, picking me
from
close to 3000 reels from their use,fue mm.
AIESEC organization is to set hers and trainee sponsors
up from the · airport, every- ,
Although the Dimond up .work exchanges where various countries.
nationwide operation which
.
thing!"
, The evenings ' were
couid be worth at leas f ~ibraxywiU continue to receive participants ;;rre placed in jobs
· Sewell explained that
$lp0,000 to an inventor. The current patents, UNH doesn't relating to their majorln any <;>f filled with parties and enter- AIESEC tries to ~atch each
best guess for a motive in an have the funds to replace the the 69 participating countries. tainment as AIESEC members person with the country they
ongoing investigation by the stolen reels, Adarnovidl said.
Kennedy said that the .exchanged stories and ~eri- wish to work in and the job ·
the
The other universities exchange program is open to ences from all comers
FBI is that the thieves hope to '
·
they wish to do.
sell d.iplicate reels at cut-rate involved in the heist include undergraduate and -g raduate · world.
to
difficult
be
can
It
Tamara , Newman,
the University of Massachu- students o( any major, though
prices.
another
in
working
arrange
The reels stolen from setts, Virginia Commonwealth business and economics · are UNH's ·current AIESEC presi- country during college. Belong- ·
dent, traveled to Norway
the Dimond Library were first University, Qniversity of M~- the primary job focuses ..·.
ing to AIESEC made it easy for
noticed after inventory was , land. Rice University, UniverElectric, through the traineeship ex- me, said Sewell.
General
,
taken }~st May,, according to sity of New Mt-.xico, University Nashua Corporation, Simplex. change program.
..My first cnoice was
the Royal
at
worked
I
..
Texas
Tech,
Geqrghr
utah,
of
docuthe
Frank Adamovich,
and Davidson Instrument
Sewell said. ..If
rNorthAmerica,"
in
Hotel
A&M, University of Texas, Panel, Inc. are a few of the Garden
me_nts library representative.
itwasn'tfor"AIESEC, I wouldn't
The correlation/to the Universityofldaho, Ohio State, many participants in the inter- Trondhiem,Norway in the Acbe here."
nationwide operation / wasn't and· the University of Michi- national traineeship exchange counting department. My skills ·
made until Adamovlch was . gan . .

AIE EC~ Combining internation al

business
ah~ cultural experience

to

r

Microfilm thefts baffl,e
~:strin ,s ·of,universities

Do
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Applications ·Now Availap1e ];:9f ·

>Duties Include:
· Overs~eing ihe: ··.
programltling, p.rodi1Cti9n, '. ·
arid publicity of major
t>
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,-entertainm-ent events at·
- _ : lJNH _-.. ·Pick up applfoations in R0o·ffi 124A, MUB ..

*

_.Oeadli~e September 18
Meet New People
·
it GrecitReSumiMat'erial
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You

MUSO wants to know what bands~YOU want to see ·
at the MUB ....
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CHECK
PREFERENCES: .

·Pousette-Dart Band
Robin Lane
·Max Creek
Robin Crowe
_" TheBoyz _
Gandhi's Lunchbox ·
· ·wooden Igloo
· -_
Phish _ . Wednesday Week ·
Aram Island
Bad T.V.
Ultra Blue Tribe _ Scruffy the·Cat .
:-:..2..2.·:.T rea, Heri:. Right ·r~·~--, _;·i
· The Drive·
--,. Bullet Lavolta
The Cause
From Good Homes
._- No Such Animal
Ollie-and The Patriots
New Man ·
_ Savoy Truffle
Atlantic Clarion .
_ Rhythm Crazies
The Vindicators.

. R&B:
. Willie T. & Doctor X
Charles Brown Organization ·
·
Bala Bala Rhythm Board ·
Shirley Lewis ·The Movers
Unkriown Blues band
, -_ Blue Mond~y
.
_
_
_

.REGGAE: ;

J• . .

-~

•

.

.

,

I ·-tones
_-. , B ob ~a:rvey _
·Lambs Bread
Island Side
. One,Wor ld

,·",

~~~:~(
\,~

..........•···················-·······································~·······

.

'.'.I

:_,

!fi[[tliis out and drop it off in tlie M'USO bott at one of tlie fo{{owing p{aces:
Philbrook ·.
. or stop

· Huddleston ·.·· Stillings "
The MUB

6y ~m. 148 in tfie~Af([l'B or ca{{ 862-148 5

-- C·OME ON!-! LET YOUR VOi.CE

E BEA-RD!!
·r

'

,
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Edltorial
Night shouldn't be ruled b,y fear
A visitor could vecy easily come to the
UNH campus right now and h~ve the sense that
everything is going smoothly. The rain we need
has been jumping all over the bushes arid tre~s. giving them one last burst oflife before the colf
season begins. Students move to their classes
hunched over, concerned about nothing but
t_h e rain. Nothing suggests anythin~ oth~r than
peacefulness.

the student .. Much of this advice comes as no Acquaintance rape is much more prevalent·
surprise: yet the simple b1:1t obvi9us fact re'" , when alcohol is involved.
· ·
mains, the advice does no-- good unless it's.
•It's nota 'b ad idea to carry some sort of
heedt~d.
.
noise . .making device wlien heading_oti'.t fot the
. • Never go out at night alone. Trav- nighL A, whistle:-can be a useful deterrent/
ellinginpairsorgroupsisinfinitelysafertha:Fl° alert.
travelling unaccompanie_d. The distance
• Never hesitate to take· advantage .o f
covered shouldn't be a factor; an incident the UNH Eseort Service. They're professionals~
co~ld occur just as easily on a thirty-seco~d ·
· And there·ate'plenty ofthings everyone ·
,..,,...,. /.C<..,,,,.,...~.......,.,,.-.,,,."'~~-,····""· ,_,, ~~ t~D~(~.~~h,~!11h~,.~}l!lg,~~J .~~!E!i.-~~-~!-~~.Y~
. -E.P.,~,;~~~-£.~r.~~ ~,S2~kl9n,a ! bltlX-,~.~G.aR,;da..t~ep; the:n» mb&F~t:e~ e~aown 0R\ M•◄• '
"~campus changes drastically. Qv:er the past few minme walk all over_town. ·
, this'· campus. Feel free to 'report suspicious
•; tTJ .:; , 4,ays this campus has seen a sp1;1rt of violence ·
• When going out at night, al~ays stay pehavior. Ifa friend ~eeds a-volunteer to serve
.
,, ,t hat-one associates with .t he concrete jungles of in well-lit areas . . The small ;miount of time as an escort, do your friend afavor. If there are
York, not the maple forests of New Hamp- saved taking a shortcut Ori a dark path is not parts of the campus that you view as unsafe, let
'~~ [·rB iu~H:tte. Three incidents-ofViolence against women worth the vastly increased risk. Admittedly, . Dean Sanborn know 'about it. ·And if'you have
·t rr}b.tlliiave marred the beginning of the· school year.
this is a situation that is-made mdre difficult . the time, please volunteer 'forSafeRides. They
~1.:JW.-he· streets arid paths of Durham no- longer .- by th~ fact .that several are.as of' campus . do a valiant job, but they're severely under• ! §e~ safe. .
.
, _ _
·
_
remab poorly illuminated~ including Straf-· staffed. They provide a vecy worthy service, ..
· . · . . But there. is a great deal that can be ford Avenue. Ho:wever, the Administration ·
The campus must come together,. and
done to prevent future ~ssaults. Not everything_ has promised to do its best to make sure there as a comrnuriify do its best to prevent anymore
should be the students' responsibility; -for- in- · are nc dimly lit spots on campus. ·
· hortible'deeds from occurring:., · ·
.
·
stance, police foot patrols on campus COtJ.ld .
• Avoid getting into situations where
In. a tiny- town iii southeastern New··
o:n ly make our.school a safer place. Regardless, your judgement and self-control deteriorate. Hampshire, ·re~r.shouldn't .rule the night. ·
there still a~e many steps that can be taken by

- ~-'Wew

1

Letters
had only .~cuses, she· did ·u
,; . )n ... 1951, your Ver~ ·
herselforsome'times she even mont-New Hampshire Red
·br~t'.ight h~~'imsband, or sons, Cross 'Blood Services began to
or daughters in from home. . c.ollecf donations at UNH, and
',She never asked whether her I began to be Blood ChairperTo the Editor: .
d
f th
UNH has lost· re- salary warrante it ot i
at soriforDurhamRe'dCross; For
was really her job. She was many years, stµdents of all
·markable person, Laura Leavy, committed to excelle.n ce; she' ·gene.r ations suported us and
the ..Mother Cat" of the Cat's •
was committed to the students. becanie f~mous for thisrecQrd!
- ··
·
I
h t
Closet. To me and to hundreds Th
e on y question was w a
On _M onday; Septem- .,
of students that she touched
d
didher standards desezve, an
ber 18th, ,at the MUB, we will
over the years ~he was an ex- how do we get the Job done?
open the Granite State Room .
traordinary teacher, Like so
When asked to start a ; doors and continue through
many exceptional teachers she coffee count~r. then
film Friday,. September 22nd from
wasverydemanding; therefore developing service, each from 12 to 5 p.m. On that occasion,
the kind we often appreciate nothing more than ~scratch,,. in anticipation ofcoUecting our
mos-tin. retrospect;
she not only got them open, 100,000 pint donated at UNH
Like the bumble ' bee but she <liq it with excellence. since 1951, and in hope of this
that; aerodynamics , says can- With string, rub~r bands; and miracle, our .theme will · be
not fly, the Cat's Closet-was a · .. sow's ears" if necessary; but .. Puttin' on the Ritz" which will
business that cou.l d not functhe d?Ors opene~ on time and be exciting! We are planning
lion. The shop was open seven
fi
d th
day:sjf·week, 15 hours day . the mission was ulfille ; en many surprises foryou to make
,
surpassed.
,
this a drive t<:> bring history up
durin:g the week. From 900
It is riot ~asy to accept to date.
square feet of floor sp~ce it her loss. but her memory will
We have a great progrossed $ 325 ,000 in its beS t · be a rich one for the many,o f us fessional staffand many loyal
year staffed only by Laura a_nd that she taught. Laura exeni.., volunteers to share our pride,
.by the 50 to 60 part-time stu - . plifiedthe _k indsofi:r)domitable and two of our .Regional .Addents that she hired, trained,
th
commitment at gives mean- ministratorswillpayavisitjust
th
supervised, and mo ered. That .· ing to life and makes this worl~- to thank you who are our fuis not possible. it did so well work. ·
ture: With this achievement
with so little . l;>ecause ·. µiura
made sure it sezved our comrealiZed, publicity will prove
Don Harley
your .dedication and tell the
munity.
.
.
.Treasu_rer, SAFO
bl h
h
th
!
The cancer that finally
pu ic ow muc you cares
Please
"Put
on
the
Ritz"
took het was not her only
physical problem. Laura had
v.ith us - bring up the blood
supply which declined in the
_ several long-standing chronic
summer months. You have
physical proplems that would ·
always a~swered our plea .fpr ·
have · put most of us on our
To the Editor;
butts if p.ot in our beds. When
Welcome to many of help , and this . festivity is to
h d · h · t
h d
themostbe:iutifuluoungpe
· ople . salute to you as we reach the
h
s e a pams eJus pus e a
J
necessarygoalofl000pintsin .
little harder. Whe bad no ex- Iknow-UNHstudents!lnhonor
. ct.ises and she was deaf to our of you and you:17 predecessors, .th e week ·_the total to make'. my
excuse_s. When faced with obd
ti
t
dream of 100,opo pints since
an as a gree ng O our new 1951 come true! It would never
structions she always ju~t Freshmen who also have given
pushed a little harder. :
for someone in need in high havebeenpossiblewi~outyou!
·
. When something }).ad school we will have · a ,, great
Jany Stearns,
: to get done and her co~leagues celebration!,
, Blood· Drive Chah-p~rson

'Leavy

.r.
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.'University' Forum
Address·
to the •Students· by Mike Desm.arais and Chris Sterndale
·
I

Overthe.summermonthsasyout
. Student Body . President and Vice ·
.. •Pt~sident we have . mad~ · signifigant
· , progress in several'.areasthat we set out
. to~improve during our campaign, and
· early we~ks iq •offi~e: · ·
In an· effoct to improve stµdent
· · "involvement and influence--in our State

-

m ·o nthS. and we welcome ·' your
These-arejustafewoftheproJects
suggestions... that we have been workiqg on, and
. A route for the campus shuttle . there is still nitich more tO' be. done
has· beeri . deyeloped .:whi:c h, provides · throughout the coming months .
regular~ dep~ndable service between the: ·
· We encourage all students who .
·maJor parking areas and the center of have questions, concerns·~orJust want
campus ..Wefeel that'it is most effective :tu visit to come .to .the Student Senate
use student·money fqr a sq.utile, not.. Qffice and meet c:\lld talk with us. We are
1
., gov~~~eHt;we'Will 1:1se;a~ttfde~tlfaison ,.· .8; taxi~·service ·around campus. . .
'gointto make serious efforts to get out
_:· · to the State·· Legislature~ We: have,
·other· projects that we have · and meet with studentsthroughqut the
, consulted with the Unhretsity. System,... worked on: Videotex-the latest year. We hope tobe on WUNHregµlarly
our Political Science Department, several , information craze on campus-·che.ck it · as-one. way·to reach out .to the);tudent
· , .State Representatives and a Governor's . 0t.it all over canipus; a campus-wide · body~ as well as. utilizing ·1JiesilSenate
- Counselor to develqp a posi.tionthat Will · alcohol policy modeled after the student page _·i n The New Hampshife: -Tf-;any of
be beneficial to. bbth' the students and handbook and Greek Social PoHcy; we you wish to have us come to a Hall,
th~ legi~lators themselves.
. have met with · Women~'s Corumi~sion . Gre-e~, or Commuter meeting to µpdate
/·
We are happy to report progress · arid the DiversityCommittees and plan students o~ what- the Student Senate ·
in the . planning. of renovations 'in . the '. on w·orking-closeiywith them throughout , has been doing please feel free to contact
MUBba:sement. In conjunction with the the year.
us at 862-1494 .. · We hope we ··get a
leadership · of the MUB .. Board of .
Some .othe~ _areas that we will.be chance to meet with,many of.you during
Governors, we have set the priorities for focusing on include: the New Housing the year.
·
'
use of the space, and s~veral construction; AcademiC advising, class
administrators are about to hire an scheduling ' and the·: loan lines at Mike · Desmarais ,is the Student Body
architect to' do planning work . Your registratiori; discrimination ·~n off- President, . and .Chris Stemdale .is the
.-, . student ·governrnent;_:-,.w
, ill ._.face. many · . campus 'housing; ·a nd st.ipportlng th~ Student Body Vic~ President..
, · deci.:;;ions in •~!Yf~_.,,\¥et.1~' in~<~tlle coming' efforts, ofJJa~ Greek system. :
•
9
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by .Nora Nevin

. . -.r~~:I-gu~ss-you c9uld Gall this an·obituacy, Th.e assault -CaITie fron1 with.in; cancer of the
alt~pugh dogs don't usually.geMheirobituary ·. lymph nodes. He;d ·, gotten skinny; downright
published. But Rocky died this sµmmer, and it bony, over the early ,d ays of spring, and his gait
occured to me that some of you. might wari,t to had slowedto ashuflle. When in May he stopped
spep,d a':few minutes thinking about that. , · . ,. -eat_ing, we knew he was in trouble. A week in the .
':.:· You rememberRocky. the grey muzzled. · . · hosJpital on IVs a:p:d antibiotics, and a course of .
sl\amble-gaited, bald"".rumped Golden Retreiver ster1oids after he got ho~e put him back in the
who turned up alinost daily on campus. Maybe running.
· you didii't call him Rocky~he was known as
. Well~ not quite. He stopped his visjts to
Hency
Fonda
to
some,
and
Buford
to
otliers.
campus.
·preferring to · lie ·all say- under the
.
. I
,
'
.
Douotless he' got called less flattering :things. rhododendrons. "Old dog.".we thought. "finally
But yoµ knew him; He was Conant's doormat. · lost the urge to cruise." We walked him, only ·
· Ham Smith's sentry. and Huddleston's garbage now he followed where once he'd led. And
-can. He wore a leather collar, not a bandana. haltingly, without enthusiasm. It was only later
a;nd . encugh rabies Jags and Durham town that we realized he was walking to Ham Smith
·, ·permits to jingle grizzlies out of his path. · .. . · to p1ease us.
'
Maybe ft was those tags that allowed· .
Those o(you who heard Rocky sing, ( it
him to live so long-he'dhave turned 12 ~July. was an -embarrassing sound, 0000-000-00000.
After class he would amble home down Mill in a piercing falsetto) will be re~ssured to know
Road. straJght along Ute center line. He'd.cross that a few hours before he died. under the deck ·
Fraternity Row without looking either way. and at o;ur cottage on Martha's Vineyard, he raisedregularly brought traffic on Main.Street to a ·his head, opened his heavy-lidded _e yes. looked
total halt, as he made his. way ·from T&C , to atmeasifl'djustreturnedfromaninterm~nable
lunch. He was hit by a car once, wlienhe was a absence. wagged his tail and burst int0 song.
year and a h~lf old'. If that taught him anything, "You're here. you're back~ you're forgiven."Then
it was tha(he was invulnerable. I suspect even he !cowered his head and retreated to wherever
police cruisers.stopped for him despite the face - he had been. He didn't come back.
tl:~at he was in repeated violation of Durh~m·s
We think of him a lot, when we're
leash law. -..
·
· · swirnming, when we come across' yet another
The police used to pick Rocky -up. wh~.n . greyed and shaggy tennis ball, when we open
Rocky was young and new in town. Come to thebackofthestationwagon.Arewesad?Sure.
think of it, it was usually the officers that were in a way. But Rocky had the knack of being
young ai:id n~w in town who turned him in. Then comfortable, at ease. at home. wherever he was:
they got used to hirri; The orily.r.eal scrape _h e got on the President's lawn, in a psych lecture. on
into, that we know about, was being stranded a sorority hou.s e bed, in the middle of Main
· \ on an ice floe in the Oyster Riv~r; Two high Street. I hope he s~ill is.1 wherever he has gone
·
school students saw him hanging on with his this time.
. front paws. put ontheir wet suits and went in
after him. By the time we arrived to fetch him Nora Nevin is an instructor in .the. English
he was wrapped in blankets in frc>nt of a blazing · Department. .
fireplace, .sound asleep~ COJ.llplet~ly at peace .
.R.ockydied'w ttliout outside violence.

. he

. No,

-csumme r's over and it~s-time to be with your friends at school. .
.
.The Univers ity TechnOlogy Center
.has some ]?ack-to-school specials to help you ease into
the academi c year.
I-

Start your year off right with specials on:
IBM Color Model 25
640kMemory
20mb S.egate Hard Drive
EpsonLX 810"
6ft parallel cable
DOS4.0

IBM Model SOz
lmb Memory, IBM Mouse
Color Display ·
30MB Hard Drive

DOS 4.0

MS Windows/286, MS ~x;cel, andMS Word 5.0 .
hDC Express, Window Mgr, and Color Kit

·1sso.oo
While supplies ·last.
IBM Model 30-286
lmb Memory, IBM mouse
Color Display
20mb Hard Drive
DOS 4.0
MS Windows/286 ·and MS .Word 5.0
. hDC Express, Window Mgr, and Color Kit

2415.00
I'

I •·

----·
---•••••• ®
·-·---·-~• ■■--

■--

-

lmni ~,

_

,~,

. '2935.00
IBM Model 55sx ·.
2mb Memory, IBM mouse
Color Display .
60mb Hard Drive
DOS4.0
MS Windows/386, MS Excel, and MS Word 5.0
hDC Express, Window Mgr, and Color Kit
3675.00
• IBM Model 70
mouse
IBM
, 4mb Memory,
.. 'a. '
Color Display , ' , . - · '"';- t .
60mb Hard Drive
DOS 4:0·
MS Windo~s/386, MS Excel, and MS Word5.0
hDC Express, Window Mgr, and Color Kit ~

4950.00'· ·
Pr9printer x24,E
. Cable extra.

1111111111111111111111111111

Buy a Macintosh
,
SE .20
for 2050.00
· and get Regular Keyboard Free
or a credit towards an Exte:p.ded Keyboard

[l

($

a

~J~

.)I§

Buy any ·Macintosh system with an
ImageWriter for .375.00
and get a free 'printer starter kit*

450.00
.While _supplies last..

i

11111111111111111111 I

.~ .

/4

1.mu ;_

\

1,

Buy a Macintosh
Mac Plus for 995.00
with and External floppy for 325.00
- or 20mb Jasmine hard drivefor550.00
and get SuperPaint Free
/

iji' "'m

(*Printer paper and-ImagWriter ribbon)

Universit y Technolo gy Center
· Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Monday - Friday
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ummer
by Marc A. Mamigonian

.
-.
ov1es-.. . . . . xam1ne
-

'

col.l ection of sequels, super-hype, and surprisingly
--enter:taini,:.ig films filled ·t he the,_a te_rs this.- su.mmer
A

Summertime. · Movies.
Need I saymqre? Let'sjustget
OQ with it, shall we?
- _The only one of the
summer's mega-sequels I
managed fo catch up with
was Indiana Jones ·and the
Last Crusade. Last Crusade

represents a return- to the
fun-filled escapism of ~e first
film, as·opposedto the plotless
hear,t-ripping of Temple of
Doom. It is a fun film, provided
you don't stop to think about
it afterward, or, worse, see it
twice. -Either of these reveal
the obviousness of the film
which is only partly concealed
visual
by . Speilberg's
pyrotechnics. What is even
more obvious is how seif-.
Speilqerg :
consciously\
returned to the formula of the
first Indiana Jones film,
Raiders_of the Lost Ark. -: Give?·:·Meg Ryan and Billy Crystal.
Indy a quasi-religio~~ quest, the excitement oflearning, no takes the easy way out with
~dd some mean Nazis: a nd !et small feat fora work ofpopular the. Q}d "pin -it on the mean
it ro!l: Sean Connery is a mce en tert.? ir,im~n.t • .,._:, Wh~t ·. !s .. .(~t:J;ier" bit and then lay it on
ad_dibon as Indiana, ~r., a nd interesdnf; is : tfiai: ·s ~d\ .,'·a.._ -t.h~£kwithanupliftingending,
AI_i~on 00dy, _d espite_ her conservative notiori!£~r,-ead >Whichisvaguelygag-inducing.
cartoonhke name, mercifully poetry!learnthing~-! ")istaken , _,·: Speakingofgag-inducing,
ends the string of annoying. as threat to authority, even .that is exactly what f1eld of
. in 1959. Notl9gical, perhaps, _D~e,ams should be, but
love inter~ts for Indy. . .
somehow is not. It is a beyond
I don t really know why, -but interesttiig. · , ,
butl caught the latest f_~t~~~ ' • , TheOlmJo~~ itwhen one . kitsch story ·o f an Iowa com
Swayze magnu~ opus of the students commits fannerwhohearsvoiceswhich
Roadhouse. While it is tru~ ~µtcide(amidst_heavy-handed · tell him to qo strange things
that . the film is relentlessly,.':· -'C hrist symbolism) because his like build a baseb~ll field so
stupid, it also manages the ·really mean ·and ·downrtght Shoeless · Joe Jackson will
added ~nus ofoffendingjust nasty father (playC;d _ by _the -, ,come. AndU all adds up_to
·1 d
Smith) Ke . Costn bei ·
aboutanyonewhomighthave very dood Kurtwood
er nstreconc1 e
vm
b
it s both d t O
W.ffYZe won't let him play Puck in A ,. wttn nts ct_eact lather. An<l it ts
see ·
~re
plays a would-be-$hane-like Midsummer Night's Dream. prettywonderful. Itispossible
super_ bouncer who is also::~: niatdamnShakespeare! ·He'U that Field of Dreams only
get this--a -philosophy major. .· _po!1u9your_mtn~U Irs ~ that works for baseball junkies, as
Hah! What more can.you say, damn teacher's fault! It is all it is steeped in baseball
about a film where Sam Elliot . much too;,c1lt:'ll:nd·:c1cy~ .. Weir . mythology. The plot defies
· ·
· "\; ·steals the show? The cast
also features Ben Gazzara:, .
who should know better, as a
really mean guy.
Peter Weir's (Gallipoli,

?

a

Witness, Year of Living
Dangerously) most recent ftlm
poses an interesting problem:
Dead . Poets Society is twothirds ofa·great ftlm, or more ·

properly,- two-thirds_ of it is
quite great. Robin Williatfts is
a new teacher at a prestigious -·
boys " school who brings •, an ·,
orthodoxapproachtoteacning
English, which brings him and
his students into conflict with
the powers that be. His
students revive a .secret
~ociety- that's right, the Dead
Poets Society- that Williams . ·
had belonged to when he w__as ·
a student at the same school.
The society is dedicated ·. to
reading poetry and putting
into practice poetic notions.
Carpe Diem! Suck the marrow
out of life! Even though the
film's notion of poetcy is rather
limited (Whitman, Thoreau,
and Shakespeare are about
it), it does manage to .c onvey · Patrick Swayze.

incident, culminating in
Mookie leading the destruction
.
.
· of Sal's. ·
I have rio doubt that if Do
The Right Thing had been made
by a white d.irector,,);be,"word
racist would be hurled in his
direction. Most of Qie blacks
in the film · are im;:.spg!'\sible
like Mookie, who ha~ 'a ''thild
that he ignores, or the _three
_ p!~.d~e'ciaged men who sit
· around · all day and wonder
· why ,i lie Koreans are moving
in and prospering (they are
very funny). Mookie's taken /
arms ag~inst ~Sal ,-is seen/
~omehow as b~ing heroic; I
of · Lee's
question ''
· political/moral,·vi~ws, but as
powerful
a directqr, . he
and 'grippirig stylist. 'b'efinitely
a man with a future:· ·You knew it was coming:
1" -·a while to
BATMAN~ It took
logicor~lanatjops, but.Fjeld , ~.a tc,h up with dt,,. ~imply
of Dreams (written arid oecause, like 'many people, I
directed by Phil . Alden was really, really sick of the
· t ~hype·t {:leyond the hype and
Robinson) works.
Spike Lee's third film, Do -- marketihg. however, Batman
the Right Thing, stands as on~·-:.:: .~s _ari.interesting ftlm with too
of the best and most explesive ,,,,; ia~?; lar~e flaw~_to be a great
ftlms of the summer. Racial '.':·, .f¼!ro,-:. nus years auteur Tim
tensions in Brooklyrf~ f:- Bur,to~comesafteryouwitha _
B e d f O rd _ s t u y v e 8 an t ·::~:;prqwUng, lurid style, and the
is
design
neighborhood are thes,t ibject;.- .::-prq~uction
LeeplaysMookie,ayoJtignwi/'.j~~ordi~aiy. ' But the plot: ,
of questionable ethic~,.~who is,:'; ~c:~~ there s the rub. Truth is,
nonetheless the nomlnal:bero_,,,:;,~~~;,~; ,!,~ is very_ littl~ _plot,
o(the film. He wor~~~~ely) · .. :~pe~iallyafterabout ~alfway
in Sal's Pizza, owned -by the· . .t.h rQt1gh the _ film when
white . ::;:}Jij .:~i~th~t ~- ~~~pedecidedtodonothing
only
neighborhood, Dailtiy"'~Papa/,;,J~q,t.cl<;ti9°; sequences for the
Don't Preach• 'Aiello~ · ·•'fiie •· rest~ofthe film.· Plot, shmot,
a petty ~Ve m~·thrills! Batman has a
conflict siart$ out
annoyance on a hot summe·r_ ;;) JQt,~q(thrUls~ 'Jt,:also has a lot
day and escalates into a racial of Jack ~~fh~~5:0n. It doesn't
1 have a "-'lot 'about Batman
"
(Mtd1ael ~ton). Ami asking
tobmuch?
'' ·The·' new Woody Allen
~ovie came out this summer,
and if was directed by Rob
Reiner and written by ~ora
Ephron. When Harry Met
Sally is a great ftlm, a film so
,f':: retp~iscentofseveralWoody
·· · films (particularlyAnnie Hall
-, Mariiuit_~an, arid Hannah and
~ HerSrsters) that ifyou missed
. the credits, you might be
fooled. ·,., Not that Reiner's
purpo~ was to ape Woody;
_ he created a marvelous film
· ·. that stands on its own. Billy
Crystjl -~d- Meg Ryan are
the Hany and Sally pf the
title;· I was forced to revise my
opinions of both based on
their strong· arid extremely
· .. engaging performances in
Harry and Sally. · The \ truly
amazing thing is that this film- an intelligent comedycame outduringthe summer. ·
Could this be a trend?

some
ls -~
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by Sean q~roll

Pop Will Eat Itself ·
This is the day .... This is' the
hour... Th_is is This!
RCA

....;

Tbe Fall

Delta Rebels ·

· Seminal Live

Down in the Dirt

Beggar's Banquet

Polydor·

The Fall has lasted quite a
Self-described ?S" Ro\1/dy,
Pop Will EaUtself, or as
they endlessly refer to .Raunchy Rock arid Roll," the while since · the .days of the
themselves in their songs, Delta Rebels, whose image punk invafrion. Instead of
PWEI, is an English band who . features leathers, Harleys, qpd followi~g tl:lat m ovemen tinto
combines a bewildering array tattoos, try to live up to there hard-'cor~: or something
of s tyles on the ir firs t major · claim on this southern-rock thrashy, h owever they have .
la bel a lbum release: · While •. (recorded in Memphis)°aJbum. go n e . t heir own way in
they se em to be basically The a lb u m features _plenty of developing a s tyle that is more
writing dar~e _ m usk , their guitars and s imple drums in · their. own. 'For exa m p le, lead
s inger Mark Smith tells the
songs . mix some rap , some an assortment of dull s ongs.
· The Rebels are at their crowd that he thinks "music
a c idhouse- s tyle sampling,
·some fa irly hars h . guitar worst in s creaming numbers starts.with Johann Sebastian ·
sounds, some ind u s t rial like ''Tattoo Rosie," and ''The Bach and end s With_ Franz
girl's G~;me Western," which Schubert... Unfortunately, this
sounds , and some funk.
'fhe ~ong that ~ost who . s howca se blazing, boring Van surprising quote launches the,
are already famili~r ~~""E~,~---- p ak,11 _!J.P.2. ft-;.§1Yl~,_.g_u,tt~:{.. !::> or_~1.1Jl,"'; =~ n d __ ,_ ~ _i c ~-11y . ·
·,.vi;'l :remembe:r is "Def. Con. ·"lic'kS'," and generally mass- repetitive ,."Cruise:r's Creek-/
One," a1_1 apocalyptic fairly producedsoundingrock. iviost whic.h, ·. though ;.slow, is
· str.§l!g!'itforward acidhouse of the fjrst side of the album entertaining; . it sounds
song (including samples from follow:;, this- format at varying somewhat like ol,d Stranglers
the ~Hight Zon~)_? that tempos. Fans qf this)tin,d of stuff, "Pa.yfourRat~s."'which .
. r~e'ived5e.fterisive, air 'play oi1 · music may find the" Rebels switches back and forth·frorn
have trouble matching even alivelybass -dominatedstomp
~ WiUNH as a single, about a
y~_ar ago, , of course. Other zz Top, who at · lea st have to creepy Twilight Zone part,
intere_s ting tracks include .. funny beards a n9- a s ense-of and "Mollusc in Tyrol" which
· ' is a lot of grating noises and a
·
Not Now Jam«-:s 'We're Busy," h umor.
Dow n in the Dirt's s econd b urbly, distorted voice. Really
P\VEI's tale of J arnes B rown's
crazed h igh speed sh oot-up · side, h owever , h as some ma- the pnly thing t ha t saves this
r4n that-landed him in p~ison ; terial that is a bit II!O'.re inte r - ~!l?u;m, (and the son g the
. Br:own is sampled, b u t not esting than their · "'Featured .~rowd· keeps scream ing for
excessively. In " Wake Up (i.e . .hopefµl) "' Hits." :fi'or ex- between - numbers) is Ray
...1.'ime to die" the band has a ample, the s lowe.r, bluesy Davies' "Victoria.., The song
Will E t It H
melancholy but danceable "Used Tues" has some rela- · seems a little out of place on p
se .
song that is highly reminisc€nt . tively witty lyrics °('Tm not a . this bleak •, album; -basically' · · op . · , .a
. .
,
.
a
as
M1V
made
even
it
pop,
bl
't
I
'
t
b
.
1·
'
h
·
of Depeche Mode . .'
ow... .
rmc e m, u won
video. The/ band ·does an
What really ,makes PWEI Plenty of good rubber left
interesting are their constant this old wheer') . It also -in- interestingversionofthesong,
references to pop culture. eludes a taste of organ9which · which is the high point of the
is· _sad,
Some of their songs are little is a relief from unrestrained · alburti:? :, · This
more than lists of things they guitar ;qoredom~.· _·Ftn:ally is '··· ·considert:mg the high ,level of.,
like; Movies, T.V. , and comic the inexpli~able'.- hilt hilart- . -taienf in The Fall.
Unfess you are a real fan ·
books, especially comic books; ous .. Rock and Roll.Women," a
from truly . misplaced foray into ·of The F;;tll; and must hear
everything
undergrou~ds like the Freak rap. They really sound •like them liv~. tty older albums.
1
Bros. to Bruce Wayne and the the Beasti~ Boys on codeine; like their creative last effort.I
my fa1?,orit.e cut. Ev,:en for fans am Kunpus Oranj. Uwas the
W~tchmen get mentioned
AlanMooreknowsthescore"). of psu~do-bi~er .. southern score fd:i-_ dance piece in
<1, .''
Ifyou ·cµ-~ a comic/dance .fan rock . there must be some- . collaboration ., with
MOVIES
con_temporruyballetcompany,
this is the album for you. If thing bett~r.- out thert. .
honoring . the anniversazy of,
you are into the progressive
big
·Now . . ... the .
·William and l\11.ary;''Or trytheir disappointm•e nts: James.
dance scene at all, or just like
danceable music, there are a ftl:ffle-ffl~~mfflfflfflffl~I older material; look for song$ Cameron's (The Terminator,
few songs that might really ~&H~::+-H;:::::::~....,,:;:;::::1-+~+::::H"T'+:::H"'"::;::::l+1H-~~+-H-~:: . ,.H;:;::::-1-'H~:::::~-r';:;:;~lfi . like ,.. Hey, . Luciani," or Aliens) The Abyss and Ron
catch your attention, mixed . ~~~~t:t:t:mmu:i+i:i~~II "Bing9master's Breakout," if .How~d's (Splash, Cocoon. and
in With a fairly small amount ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::: .you can find them. The Fall is• othertoo~cute-for:..words,fllms)
· ~~~Wi~~iW~~~~I much.· better than makes Parenthood. Both :films
·
of filler.
them out to be·.
d~monstrate ., th'e · pitfa:11s ~f
trying to do too much. The
Abyss, whi~h stars Ed Harris
Elizabeth
Mary
and
Mastrontonio, has somegripping action sequences of
rescues.
underwater
Unfortunately.the film wants
'At The Johnson Theater:
to.be_E. T., Doctor Strangelove,
Shakespeare's ''The Winter's Tale" at 7:30 :p__m. on Tuesday, September
Close Encounters, and Cocoon
19 and Thursday. September 21. Tickets available at the MUB Ticket
al~o. It isn't. Parenthood. on
·
. pffice. 862-2290
the other ha:nd, tri~s ·t o ntix
family comedy with family
.
At The University .Art-Galleries:
dram~.. spread over three ·
The Artists Revealed : 1989 Studio Faculty Exhibition.
· It . seriously
famflies~
be
Located in t_h e PCAC Art Galleiy until October 8, 1989. Exhibiting artists
squandering
itself,
overextend
giving gallery walks ( Sept. 14 and 28, Oct 5) as part of the Brown Bag Series,
Mary
Martin,
Steve
Thursdays at noon.
Steenbergen, Diane Wiest,
Martha Plimpton, and the
"'yaculty Concert Serles:
omnipresent (and annoying)
Larry Veal, cello; Christopher Kies, piano.
Rick Moranis. · ·
Johnson Theatre. 3:00 p.m.. Sept. 17.
The big ~urprise of the
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continued from page 17
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Celebrity Serles: ,
The Emerson String Quartet with Menaherri Pressler, pia:r.9, begins an impressive
schedule ·of visiting performances brought to the University by the Cultural
Events Committee. This p~rfonnance will take · place ~onday. September 25, in

summer for me was Brian
PePalma's Casualties ofWar.
Having never been ·a~'fari of
Depalrna's Ml steal, but I only
steal from ·the· best'" visual
style, and since the previews
were quite misleading. I

ex:pected a turkey. Quite the
contrary:: Casualties ofWar is
a force{ul story of one man
(Micha~IJ. Fox -yes, he's really
good) ·s(iuggling to maintain
. his . own · sense · of morality
dehumanizing
un~er
circu:qistances (the twin terrors of Vietnam and Sean
Penn) .. pePalma's images- arid
for -once, they are his ownstay with you long after. the
. film has ended.
· Probably the best fllm of
the summer- and one which is
unlikely to make it up here for
a long time, if at all- is first
·timer Steven Soderbergh's ~
lies, and videotape, with
James Spader as a loner who·
disrupts Peter Gallagher and
Andie MacDowell's (she's
model, and sh~ can act) Yuppie
existence. Combining, wry
social observations, sexual
poittics, and camcorders,
Soderbergh manages to create
a unique vision oflife today. If
you ever get a chance to see it,
you will not forget it. sex, lies,
and videotape deseives more
than. just a capsule review,
but thi's article is too long as it
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T-Shirts . -·

olarship may get )OU on the
right track to success. Find out if )-O_Uqualify for tuition and other expenses, plus
$100 each academic month. Get on the
.right track. Talk to:
CAPT GREG MESERVE
.

862-1480

' • Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • c·ustom Designs . ·

·· f:IHanes

In-House -A rt Dept.

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Pa rk. Rou te I ~ I. Greenland: NH 0 38 40

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

,,1adon't
want.
lot of hype.

ljustwantsomethingl
call count on.,,

( lil11] \ i l ::1.· " I 1 ) '.

ti 11..:

,,J:>, _

1111 Hil l : i,;--! ·.-.. \·..1: .

] '1 k·i '\.. ! 1:
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hi~.d l. tj li: dit :, 'ld \i\1. ' !, ,.d "
jthl \\ lut ~ I iLi'll.~l.'l \\ i lt.'I I
y( )Li I. 111 )( )',(.' .\ I ~\:l _l.111 I,'..!

· l"l'Jlh ·\\ ~l l i i

I )i-.;Li! ll 1...·
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thJt'-, :I l1 >l k,-..~ tlt111 \ ( )Ll
think 1< >LI cm e\pe~·t 11)\\
k >n~ dhuncl· Utl·~. .2-1 -h1 iur
(>p~·r~llt ,r :h~isunce. ck·Jr
u i111K·cri1 Hb :md im111t·l klll'
c.1nH1 !( ,r "' n ll1g nurnhl'l':--..
,·,

·
.-\nd tlw ~ ~Cir/11lL:tT1:ii·-- . ---·-- - --- ·-,·irnulh :di< lf ,.(>Ltr ulb \\ ill
go thn )Ugh the lirst li111l'.
That's the genius tl the
Xl&J \\(.lrkh\·ide Intelligent
:\t:t\rnrk. .
\\'hen it's time to

furget the gimmicks
and mJke the intelligent
choice-~.\T&I
·
If rnud like rn knmY
more ahot:It our products or
se1Tices. like International
Calling and the :\T&T Carc.L
call us at l 800 222-0300.

·d1(Xbe.

-&T
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· The right choice.
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STA BBI NG _

(conti n~ed from page 1)

body to "call an ambulance," · said several ·residen ts '
on both the first . and fourth . .
floors.
One fourth floor sopho.
more sajd Brown,, ~ho was not
·_ a UNH studen t, had been
· "hangi ng around the dorm for
several days\ " reportedly staying with a second 'floor Hitch·
cock residen t, ,
"Ws scaii;ng tlie hell
out of me," the -sopho more
added. "We've all called guys to
stay with us . . . and on top of
the rapes.. : it's like what the
;,., : hell is going on?"
· Reside nts expres sed :
f(1,,
-.7/j- cuncer wthat-<4lg1Tls- h--av~~k-sS"'-:' ~~);; securi ty than all the coed
(dorms )." Devine ; Hitchc ock
and _,, Randa ll , are all-fem ale ·
-. ,,:}', residen ce halls.

-A SSA ULT S .

University of Wisconsin

(conti nued from page 1)

0

WE
ALWAlr~:;

\"'

'

NEED
LEADERS
The Air Force is looking for · ·
pilots ... n?.vigators ...
missileers-.,. engi1:;,eers .~.,.
_ __ . __ _
managers arid . ~~ more. Our posi- tions are important You can get one
·
through Air Force ROTC ·
trained
be
)Oll'll
cadet,
As an Air Force RITTC
may
You
s.
practice
~t
man
in leadership and
also apply for our scholarship program that helps pay
college ~ses , plus $100 per academic month, tax free.
After graduation, y0u'll have all the prestige and responsibility of an Air Force officer. You'll disc~ r a new world
where )Oll'll be challenged to excel ... and rewarded for ~)u r
·
success. Let us give yOU the details today. ·
'
1

~~~;

SANBORN
(conti nued from page 1)
Emphasts in
Liberal Arts
International. Business

CAPT THOMAS MORGAN
603- 862- 1480

Courses available in Spanish
· . and in ~nglish
Fluency in Spanish not req uired
All cou11~1approYed b) LW-Pla11eville
and \alida1cd on an offioai
L'W- Pla11e1dle 11anscrip1

\

~

.

~

$.3425 per sen-ester for Wiacorein &:
Minnesota nisidenlB.
$3675 per semester for non-resldenlB.

Com include

Leadership .Excellen<'f• ·~tarts ,~ ;: ·; ;'

l ui1ion and Fees
Room and Board with Spanish families
Ficldtrips.

I

All financial ~ids apply

!

__ _ _ _ _ l

For further mformation contact ·.
Study Abroad Programs ·
308 Warner Hall
Univc_rsi1yof Wisconsin-Plaacville

'

~

I ; I

.

..

,.

r

I UniversityPlaza
Plaueville, WI 53818-3099
(608) 342- i726
::: ·> ::::::

.::;:

:::: :;:;

:

:

:/

:;:;:: :-:-

·.;.

;.;..;.;.;,

:-:::

'

>:'.:'

:

:-;:-.:,:
::;

'.,i:~:,:,:

<:::.:::>

i:Jr.
,:,

'i

hides. In respon se to a quesi1.' tion, .. can inciden ces like these
11~·
.- , one be preven ted?" Captai n
Gowen said, .. I think that's
unreali stic . . . people need to
'
be aware. ·
Mike Desma rais, the
"
studen t body preside nt, said
that he will be taking steps to
·make studen ts more aware ~f
the eoviron ment around them,
whethe r is be asking women to
cany whistle s with them or to
be sure ·that they · never walk
alone, etc. He urges other
studen ts to c.ontrib ufe any
ideas that may. help resolve
some of our presen t problem s.
.. , , Acc9rd J4g ,to Sanbor n
there's only one way t6 resolving our problem : "'working/ together toward s a better and
· safer commu nity."

it

0

~.:h
~f,~

As sistan t to Sanbo rn
Carme n Buford , Eve Goodina n
of the Sexual Harass ment and
· Rape Preven tion Progra m
(SHARPP), residen t hall directors and assist~ .nt directo rs,
and. residen t a ssis tants.·
·· · Chief Beaud oin
of the same senmany
shared
. ' . timent s that Sanbo rn expressed .
"A big · part of this
in the commu rests
problem
nity," said Beaudo in. "You
people are the key. Ifyou know
anythin g it's your respon sibility to inform the right people. "
The escort seIVice was
one iteni heaYily discuss ed by
both Beaudo in and C'aptai n
Gowen . The service has expanded iri numbe rs and territories, said Beaudo in.
"'We can oi:>;ly go so .
Beaiid6 in~' We,at'e ;
added
far,"
~
;t,,; willing to help butwe ·dn·t do
~} · it all; we need suppor t whethe r
ji it be volunte ers to educat e the
ij public or· drive the escort ve-

siljility ofth~·.pt:ople who
kn'ow anythih g .~q:~etea se to
the police.
"I don't want a number three," she said.
Captai n Goldin g express~d the same sentim ent
but added that this invest,igation is a multi-f aceted oneJ in
· thatitn eeds.su pportfr omman y .
differe nt p eople, each dding
.
:
their owh part.
&>me ~tuden ts' reac. lions toward s the recent inciden~s reveale d that in gen~ra l,
wonien are fearsom e and men
are disturb ed by the lac~ of
tranqui lity on campu s. '
"It's a •(!hilling .and
.
lo.""'thin k:...t hat
Uiing
·
rig
, b}fon{f
we have to be afraid of our
· ·fellow human beings, "said UNH
Senior Sarah Muir.
.. It's shockin g," s_a id
SophoI IJ.ore Amy Swan.s on.
. Swans on is a transfe r studen t
froni Springf ield, MA, where
. she says rapes were more apt
to occur. "I never though t I
would have to wony about it
when I came here."
Scott McCue , a UNH
gradua te studen t, said that he
did not feel intimid ated by the
·. inciden ts but felt bad for the
women who are forced to walk
around in fear.
.. I would like to wew
s as a peacef ul
campu
this ·
place," said McCue . "Thing s
.my- view.""
like this/ . change
. ..

::,

:::

::::y

;.;.:,:.;,
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Has the Blues

• .' ,I!'

••• '

"

•

'

Sundays, S--- 8 p.m., with Bruce Pingree.

We want you!'

'

'

-

:
:-:
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"Halve- Vo,u Se,en -v·our frien·ds
i•~J~;}Cg Lately?"

,

ii
ii

••
FRANkLIN FITNE~~
C , E NT ER

iii
ii

~

ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii

.

13 J e nkin s Ct.
O u rhai11, NH 0382L1-

ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
iii
ii

"Find lhe-m At The Franklin!'·

·sam e A, It Ever Was . ~
✓over -70

aerobic classes weekly.

✓all new huge

✓more

·

fitness_ space than last year.

✓our locker

✓huge

I

aerobics studio...

twice the size as·last year.

rooms.

cardiovascular room.

✓membership plans Jc,r everyone's

and schedule....as low as
$75.00 for four mo·nths.

wallet

--plenty of mem bersh ips·left.--

..
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Great Opportunity in.

; LA.YO UT & DESIGN ·

AVal·1 abl eat t he G
.

. • •

-'tx ._"t. -'a
~·

r~ff;
fJ
..1 . a, f

~

as a PRODUCTIO·N
MANAGER .

'The (jranite 'll.9-l:Ji's 'Year6oollias 'openings
in tlie Production ·Vepartment, _inc(utfing
tlie compensated position .of Product
Manager . Production Manager is ··-· ··
responsi~{e for administrative &
organizationa( duties. 'Tftis position provides
e~ceffent opportunities, sucli as: creative
..freedom, heavy input into tlie year6ool
content, a r_efative{y unliurried_atf!tOspliere
~ pace--ana fots more.
-

.•

-:==•i-=t-.i1-:i--=:=r-·-i--.·a-·::n---=
:t __
"l......,.fii---=====.......
r~......,.
·-====---=ri,..,..,..
=c.,..,..,,t..,..,..,,.=.,..·t·
,..,.
.=1.,.-:-:·J...,..,..,
·····=
~
===::

, /!i!i i)~~j/~~!~!~;1:~fi~/11i~((fi!W:*f~]f:,, , , ,
H

FIND US AT OUR NEW ENTRANCE
ON P~TTEE BROOK LANE.
868-1105
'!{-

-..i

-:•·

.li

.,., ..... r_

:(

'-J/:1 <

H

.-

, ~..,

r

.T h-re M re-rm(()) 1r ii ((Jt l U n ii(()) n
1B (()) ((ft 1rd O f {GroJro <e 1rn ({)) 1r$
/

is no w ac ce pt in g ap pl ic at io ns ·,
fo r 19 89 /9 0
Allil Y ® Ilil ® ft Ilil 1'.t ®ir~ 1'.t® <dl © ~Ilil JP) ft© 1k un JP) ~Ilil ~JP) JP)nIl © ~M @Ilil ft m
·
1'.tlln ® § 1'.tun <dl® TID.1'.t A©1'.tfi wfl. 1'.tfl. ®~ (O)fiffi © ® ·
·
9
1r@@ rnID $ ~ ~ nm fclbl ® ~laJiffi

Applic((Jf,ti())n De((Jf,dline is Wednesd((Jf,y~
Se pt em lb er 2((})~ 1989~ @ -4 pm

·

..

_2
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'MUB
Mini
· · courses
\_

-Fall 1989•·
,

'

~

,

l

,,

( Soft Aerobi-cis· .
-Beginning -& Iritermedia I3'aJlr601;p 9aJJd~g •
_
· ·, Blues Harm6Bka"i\_ ,_ \. - - ·

.CANOE 'RENTALS
ON THE.t.,AMPREY RIVE~

te:

. Intro to Co_nv~rsaticinaJ Iit~'i{e;bi &:.S-pan!sh .. , '-"
:f=:i ._:>.f•1 :~~;-/.;-~-:'>.. r_~t,.i fr
.s;---•~~ ••,.:-• • ·-.... ,.. ,
Massage• Self Defense• ' Guitar.• ·Sigrt -Language
C~oking i1f College:-~-·y o:g a Anyone Can bi.aw ___-'.
• -

-~

'

•· ·.,

,.

, ' _ ;l

•>'

;

.'.

>

J.

.,,

*·

RT. 108; NORTH MAIN-ST. .
- AT THE LAMPREY _B RIDGE
NEW MARKET, N.H. 03857 .
(603) 659-3295
.

._

._o

~

1

SPECIAL LOW ·
.WEEKDAY STUDENT
-RATE

l\egistrati0n ,_-: '\.~.'\ - -

• -·

·w

"·-

Tuesday,
ednesday:'~ ,T~iirsday
\
.,
-. , . .
· , September 19, 20 ~ 2·1 ,::_-·:.:.-_
9 ap1~12 noon & 1'--1 _pi,h;_ '; _· -,
Student Activities Prd.gr:a~rn}ngQffice
'Room 126'I Memorial Un1orl'Buildfni(MUB)
:
:
~
.. Fee due at regi~h:a tion "< ·> ·, \' >.· "~--'
For more information call 862-1001
.

'

.1-:', .-~4-:

.

HOURS
_
M-F
·:- - 9:30. _,.. SUNSET.,- ,_ WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS
-8:00 - -SUNSET
AS WEATHER PERMITS -,-

,

ON COAST BUS ,ROU1E -#5/6 . __ .. , . . .,
GET OFF AT _NEW-MARKET G ~

. i)f?.

Exp~tl'etice
~;:-,

~~.

, ,,)

-

~

<. '-' -?.~.n
.:,
,:., · ·.:

;~~

"•, . .,, ' . ,. ' .
,: . . T h''tt:L-~.l!!!ruJ!! .·• · .f :.. ,," >, .
.
YeaifbOqk iSlQ9ki1'g f9t,~otiy3ted llldtv:iduals ! ,:
'

,/

-

f.'

l

If interested, come by our office in the MUB, Room 125
or call 862~ 1599 TODAY! We want your input!

_\

"'•''

· 1 !.,

·; _,, : ~,t

--i· i,.) .·
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BUFORD

HEALTH FEE

(continued from .page 3)

(continued from page 3)

Fee coverage.
. According to Sanborn,
. Patterson also noted
Buford·'.s being a black
that many students .are
woman had no direct
confused about the
· bearing on her selection.
difference in .coverage _
Sanborn, however, was
·qetween the Student _
pleased with the result.
Health Fee and the
"I believe we need to _
optional Student Insurance
add diversity to the
_Plan, "The Student Health
campus_," said Sanborn.
Fee is like a meal plan.
"We need more minority
You ,·can use it n the dining
and women role models."
halls but 1t wouldn't be any
Those sentiments were
echoed by Student Senator good if you wanted to goto the Oar House or some
Colleen Brennan who
added/ ~,'it is a_b out time we other restaurant." A
. -- ~tude~t needrt~-h~~e that
got some minority
extra protection in case of
(administrators) on
an accident or illness s,ays·
campu~. And it seems a
_Patterson.
bit ridiculous that we _do
Student ~enator Kim
not have more women
Varney, Chair of the
adminis.trators."
Health and Human
Student
Bur~rd, however, does
Services Council, urges
not see"hers.e lf in any
students to become
special-role. ~'I just see ·_
myself" as a person here to _ educated about the various
choices involved.
do a particular job." •- _
Following the results of
A riative of Los _
the-surv~y, the senate will
_ Angele~,-B~ford received
put together a final
her bachelor's degree and
recommendation for the
masters degree fr(?m the
California State Univ~rsity _administration. ·,
_ at Domingos Hills arid a
PHI? in higher education
frottj 't.JCLA.
_Buford assumed her
post August 15.
,

COUNSELOR

(continued from p_age 3)
to die, _he was going to die
_
_ __
driving fast."
''That's the ,k ind -of
guy he was.~.he wasn't
afraid to die," said
,
Tacinelli.
- - Acc_o rding to

Stre~g, Acacia has
established a scholarship
for the pledge with the
highest G.~.A. in ~emory
, ofShoulders.

()

'

~

~

\·

Kee p .your·
eyes ·pee ledfor Laphos! !!

OctoberFest
Is coming/II

·, i

· ·mht 18o1'ton <§lobt
THE GLOBE'S HERE! ·
DELIVERED ON YOUR .";.
CAMPUS AT 45% OFF ·

THE NEWSSTAND PRICE.
The Gl(')be ENTERTAINS
and in/orms about
New .E ngland, the nation,

the wo·rld:"-'--·-·
,

,

WE'VE GOT SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
·.

..

,J,,,,.

.

..

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

~

'

0 The best sports section in the coun't ry ~-.·" -·· _
-- Incisive Political.coverage and, Busi-n ess n~ws
- Superb Arts. Films. Music and ·Concert reviews
..
e CALENDAR - New England's Enterta·.i nment Scene · ·
9 -Sci-Tech_, Travel. -'L i·v,i n-g.~--"o ur -S und~v-~~agazine--~:"-~-,=-~~•y;~-"\·~
9 Our huge Help Wanted section for Seniors-··
,
9 Comics for kids· of a.II ages, and much. much more.
....

.

0

• '

i,

\

SPECIAL CAMPUS

RA rES · 1z1

UNIVBllSITY OP R8lf .BAIIPSBIU - Durhaa Mail Check payabl~ to:

Daily & Sunday
Daily Only
Sunday ~ly

FALL TERM

·FULL. YBAll

$23.60

$12.6P

$49.90
$26.90

' $11it00

. _ $23.00

s1pi Ru:.\Praterni ty
-· ·:

SEPT 18· .

No ·deli~ery during schootholidays orJiifh<, Ss.Delivery ))
All subscriptions are payable in advance by semester.
·
_
Students with varyin_~ starting dates ,may have their subscriptions pro-rated.

--~ '

..

.

.

".

.

.

.

.

.

YES, l. want The Bostpn Globe on ·c ampus! . .
-_ · Daily & Sunday _ _Daily ~O nly

1_7 _Marbury . Road ·
~bu, R8 - 03046 -

· Pall ~livery
_starts

· .-, _

_

·

·.

------ -- -~------~-

I · •. .

__ Sunday Only

lf you prefer <;redit Card payment to The Boston Globe.
J\STERCARD .__I~I~I____.!.___.__I__.____..___.____.____.--L---l---li-.L.--"---11__.JI
Exp. Date I 1· I I . I . Cardholder Name
I I· I I
-1 ·I
VISA
· I I .I . · I · t
I
I I I I I
_...........__ _~------I I ·I
I I
----________._....___.___.......____..___.____.____.____,,__....L..--11-...A.-~----J
Ezp. Date .
, . . Signa.t ~re_ _~ : - - - - - - -

I

. STUDENT NAME

Ca·m pus Phon.e

. Campus Adclress

Class Y e a r - - - - - - ~ - - - - Home Address .
City
· State _ _ _ _ _ _ Z(p'_ _ _ _ _ Home Phone
------------.·,

, .... ,

lf re-q :uiremeht: • CO"urse :---'· -~
· _ .._
. _
- _
· ------'--------------· :-Instructor_
'. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

. :." _ _._ 'C
-_ _--o_
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~upERgu.y
. -~

' :

' ? :,

,,,_

. . :~.

_m
-_:_. ---, ·c-s· ,.
'

'

.

~

•

,•

I

U-PE_f. .,.r,u.· .y,. ,--_,-.------T-H-E-NA_M_E-'S_LA_ f_FI_TT_f._ _ _........

, ....... _G_R_E_ET_'I__
N 6_S__
AN., o_,.w.....
. .E-Lt-ON-E-;I....,-A...,..M_S___
·

AND THIS IS MY CARTOON. FOR THOSE OF YOU
WHO HAVE BEE_N HERE BEFORE, SOME THINGS
flAVE C.HAN6ED:AND TO THE NE\./COMERS
I VOULD L!KE ro INTRODUC£ MY FRIENDS.

- HO\J COME THEiRE
IN THE BIG PANEL
AND ·\JE'RE NOT!?! -

LAFFITTE RABBITTE.
DON'T FORGET IT.

n·
I

c-/\_·

I

,•

<,

UHM.MAYBE
BECAUSE
Vf ARE

.

ONLY
SUPPORT/NG
CHARAC.T£RS .

Kan,1pus Korru-x .

by Rick Sawyer

HACKS
-----""'"!""""'-~HALL
..............~..._.~-~~~.....,THIS YEA~

_op lN fACt ' WE Afi< \

WE

1?>Y

PLANNING TD DO A

STRIP IN PREVIOUS

~~,,~y,o'
JH!LJ/iME . .:._-__\_~_ORT FR(}M Nc>W ON,,11,
-..\

:::rB1i:~~ ~1/:f

YEARs,.--------

R

-: ,

------;.....

~

1N

~EAVE)/~

WRC>N& ...:..

, .>.c::::n::::-:>
_

.

-...

...

~~

h,,\~'

DeAth

J ..

WE

*

_...

.

-r·COC1R~E)

COULD - BE

----

\

JoHN 1-IJRTLtl

·h - - - , , , - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

WILL
AWAY WITH _THE OFF-

r

...

\\P

.

ThE MEDIA Ch·, Id
ANfJ 7H£ LoB5TfR MEN/
THEY •. _ UH•• _ 5AY.
\,.;HAT 'CIIA DoJNGl ••

J

PRESIDENT Bu>H JIM BEEN

NOTHING Bur TJ?ouBL£ FOR
T /-1,I, TOWN SINC£ }-/IS
\!_l.INY ELECTION'. CAMfAIGN.

1

GONNA
T PXE5IlJ£N

VER

vlM !

TIP STEAK
FLANK :STEAK
SORT RIBS
FORE SHANK

,..,..,-.

\

,BEE.F CHART

BEEF FOR STEW

·Our ~
o.~- p:
•

'

"4)

-

-~

33.15 JUN'79
..,.~ .-:i

·-.

!:,t, ,?

:.r1/_tb: :._w_

I·-----

·~

L.:

.r
- ... ~c

'.

~

-

?f ·:.
;.,.. - ;,t

•

~:~, '{ 'J'~-~'f·;.:J S~'i_.:if•~ ·1,;; ..~. ~;. ii."} 1~~~:a;Jt~f
-

'

,\'·'

.

You can save literally days
of work between now and ·.
.graduation: Simply hyusing .
an HP calculat<Jr. 'To keep ,,
you from endlessly retracing
your steps, ·ours have b'uilt- ·
in shortcuts._Such as the
unique HP Solve function
for creating your own form ula~. l\knus, labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.

.Better algorithms and chip
d~sign ·help you finish much
fa~rer and m<>re accurateiy · -~· ._, .
th~n their way. So, whether
·you're in -engineering,'lfosi-· ,
finance, life or ~c,dal .
sciences, we've g<>t ihe best
calculator for you. Fhr as
,There

ness,

little as $4H.HG. Check it out
at your campus ho<>kst<)re
or HP retailer. ·
·

is·a better way.

• i:

rt(J_i-:tl:

f·i

"r.· }~ ·t.•
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Personals
HAPPY HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ALL
YOU SEPTEMBER KA YDEE
BABIES: K. Oancy, K. Fallon, M.
Lawrence, J. Reed, C. Salvador, J.

Fir¢plac~j ,a:rage; . One and.a:' . .

.. ;2463 or im 346 New Scien'ee Bidg:

. ', "receptionist. Monday- '
. W¢qesd~y-FJ?day:, flexible 1
:·:: ,.... _,,
.. ,
' schedule, 20 hours needed.
Van route. $625/mo. •Winona
Telephone and typing skills
. TUTORS NEEDED-For Math,
-· PROCESS?STARf PLANNING
Properties 1nc. Call 659-5595. . ; Eiigfueering, Physics, ;\~counting, ·
required. Walking distance from
~l::::~z, S. Ives, S~·McNamara,·¥· . : NOW.: COLLEGl;ATE IMAGE
~pus: $5.00· per hour. Call
.
.
.
.
.
·
.
:
,F9reign"i:.anguag·
e
~
other
~ien~s
such
CONSULTANTS, INC., TI-IROUGH.
Two private spacio:i,is bedrqoms .
as Chemistry, Biochemistry, Com~ter Linda Rhines, Environmental
USE OF VIDEO ANALYSIS, WILL .
Interested in joining Cool-Aid as a
remain in palacial·old colonial.. 4 , . and MOREi Share your knowledgeHazards 'Management lhstitute,
HELP YOU POLISH YOUR
volunteer peer counselor? Come find
868-1496.
. miles from UNH. Rent include.s
you'll
J,>e
paid,
trained,
and
rou'll
meetSPEECH AND IMAGE FOR
out about us and what we do. Info :
utilities and equal use of
new people! Hpun flexible;, as neajed. ·· .
SUCCESSFUL
INTERVIEW
meeting Sept. 20 7:30-9:00 pm iJl the
, common are~s. 2 _kitchens, 4 ·· .
Monitor l(braiy second floor to
-~me-.to our Tutor1nformatio'ri'M~ting
COMMUNICATION. WE ARE.
Hillsboro7Sullivan Room of the MUB.
. bathrooms, 2 horsestalls. fqr.
' · , assµre,,that library users are
on Th
. urs day, S· ept. ·1'·4,· ,..1;00 to 2 ,00 pm,
NOW SCHEDULING
Resident lease. Rural area- $350Belknap Rm. in ih,e MUB; orapply at ; · conducting themselves in an
- Experience the'world; A)E~EC new
APPOI_NTMENTS FOR OUR VISIT . ' $375, double occupancy
the TASK Center, College Rd. (trailers · . appropriate manner, as
-.,...
member meetings Tuesday: Wednesday ... TO YOUR AREA IN THE_NEAR .
possible. Call Winona Properties, _in bookstore _parking lot); 862-)69_8.
determined 'by.lil?raiy's rules·'.
nights in McConnell 7:00 pm. Working
FUTURE. FOR MORE INFO.
659-5595.
·_Monitor ~xpected to walk aI"9:und
.towards interctiltural understanding,
WRITE: CIC, Inc., P.O. Box 772,
2nd floor during evening. Wheh
.National Marketing Firm seeks ~ature
developing tomorrow's leaders.
260 West M:a,in St., Suite #7,
Seeking Non-Smoking
no one requiring attention,
student to manage on-campus
Conway, N.H. 03818 . .
Roommate, tidy housematge for ·
monitor may do studying. Must
promotions for top companies this
Crab I: I LOVE YOU! Crab II.
private bedroom in l 790's ·
· deal effectively with people, so
LOST: White Siamese cat with
s~hool year. Flexible ho,urs with
colonial- 9 miles fro'm UNH.
atmosphere conducive to ~brown µose, paws, a'.rid tail. 9
.,;ea:tniligs potentiaf t6' $1:soo
ATIENTION ALL,SENIORS: The
Share space with ~o·c~~n'.t
studying is maintained. ~
months
old, no collars, cries ,a
Senior Challenge will be taking
semester. Must be organized, hard
housemates and working couple
Cooperative, polite, film ~ e r
lot. Call Jodi at 868-3768.
applications for class agents. The
who own property. Cotintry
required. -$4.50 per·hour. t~
working and moriey motivated.
applications are availab~e.in the Alumni .
setting in a qwet area. $300/
Monday-Thursday, 6-9 p.ii;
·
Call
Cheryl
or
Becky
at
(800)
592HUNTER.2nd Floor is # 11 ARE
Center .and will be du~/Wednesday ·
month. · Call Winona ,I~ropertie,s,
Contact Susan McCann 42,7.,.
2121:
WE
PSYCHED
FOR'A
GREAT
September .13 at 1:00 pm.
'
659-5595
1540.
~
YEAR?f?I (Just when the 1st and
f
3rd floor thought it was safel)
Work Study Job- Exeter ·Public
TEECH ... CT
Room available in Dover, 4 miles
WANrEDIII
Students
and
dµbs
Thanks· for being so much funl
Library: $6: per ~our,. shelving,
from campus. Non-drinker, nonto join the '89-'90 Student Travel
couldn't have asked for a more
2 FREE VISITS at T~ORAMA of ..
smoker preferred. $75 weekly.:-shelf reading a,p.d other.tasks.
· Services' Sales Team. EatrfCASH
AWES()ME floorlYou guys are
Durham when you bring your UNH ID
742-8155.
.
'· '
.. '
and/or FREE· Winter and Spring
' Contact th~ UNH Fin~cial Aid
th~ be&tl -Marcy
and _pur:ch_f_S~ ·any pac~age. 44 Main St.
Bre~ vacations: Travel with the
office
for
more
irifo.
· 868~170Cfopen.Mon-:eri 10,am-7 pm,
best .to our exciting ski and _s un
Frank: Thanks for a great year.
SERVICES ~·
Sat 11 am-2~m.
destinations. For moreYou're very special person and I
Looking for a fraterni~. sorority or
:,... ·-_,.,,
infonnation call l -800-648.:4849.
I partied with a Hungarian, dance~ with
LOVE JOUI -Kerri (DO)
'
Get into self-defense and·.
student prganizatfon that would like
a·Scot, debated with a St>uth African, ·'. ·
excersize at HWANG'S SCHOOL ,. to make $_~QO;~$,UX)Ofora·one
. . arid-learned from a Tunesian -AIESEd Free Newspapers'! To be given
OF TAEKWON-00, '..,42,
St., · ,., ..
9i1-carnpus marlceting project
.. ·
away for recycling, .heating, etc.
LOST AND FQUND
Dover. 743-15500.. Call new for.
Must be Qrganiied
·Jiey all you old AIESE.~' exs,_this,is ,1 ·Con~t·The _New Hampshire.
special
·
s
emeste.f
ra~,
~
hardworking
.
.
Call
Becky
:or
Myra
862-132,,
3. _
going to the 'biggest, baddest,
·•
~st,;.:White Siamese cat with
· at (800) 59_2-212.1 :
· -· ·
BEA~TIEST year_
ev~r 11 Drop by soon.
PORTUGUESE TUTOR
brown nose. paws. and tail. 9
ARIHUR- HAPPY 2nd ·
mos old, no collars, .cries a loL
AVAILI\BLE- Brazilfan'. Graduate
ANNIVERSARY! It has been a
Where can you find "&!die Munster" &
Student offers-tutoi-tng serviees ..
Call
Jodi.at 868-37658.
wonder(ul two years and I look
a "California Dreamer"?...The
for Portuguese language students .
forward
·
to
many
more.
Thank
Wildcates_sen I
(Port. 400. $6.00/hour. Contact · Sell Bike.m>nda 185 c~ Great
you for ·always giving~me your
Marcos at 868-39.35~ leave . :
. · ~dition; C.all 868-1895 for details.
. Which stude.nt organization gives you ;,,. love an~ ~uppqrt an,cd for -'
·m e·s sa~e;
. -~ , ~ •.,,. 'f: """"'•. --~" ci~p·M,;i,; : ;:- \ .·:." . . ;. ,-~"
accepting
me.
Forever
yours,
global perspectives, experience, parties,
Dianne .. P.S. Th~ answer is YES!
international contacts, conferences, the
GUITAR INSTRUCTION- ALL .'
. 82 Ponti~ Phoenix. Very .
world, and the infamous balloon
S1YLES: JA7Z. ACOUSTIC
\ AMY-nIANKSFORnIEGREAT
dance:.. AIESECI
STEEL-STRING, CLASSICAL,
dependable runs .great $800 or BO. ·
1 ~UNCH AT TI-IE RIVERWORKS. I
FOLK, ROCK. SERIOUS
43'6:-8184 M~~~.
OWE YOU ALL THE ICECREAM
~elpWanted
BEGINNE~·ro.ADV~CED
BARS
YOU
WANT.
-DREW
.,
STUDEN1S. TAUGHT BY, RANDY
1980 CHEVY CITATION,.6i,500
Worksllldy s_tudents:.Glacier Research
ARMSTRONG AT TI-IE MILL
.
Panda
MILES,
Man:
POWER srEERING&
Has
Ling
Ling
seen
Group needs. you. No experience needed,
PONDCEN1'ER, DURHAM. CALL:
·, BRAKES, AUTO~ATIG,-AJC.
duties vary, hours flexible, Salary $5.00. Tsing Tsing lately?-Wang
659-5779 OR 659-3613.
Contact Sallie -Whitlow exL 2329 or nn
. EXCELLENT, BODY HAS
REASONABLE RA'raSI
AL: We will never forget the
354 New Science Bldg.
DENTS & RUST. JULY 1990
things you gave us in your life...
INSPECTION-STICKER. .$800.
and the laughter and fun we had
Mature. disabled male in s.earch of a
FOR SALE: 1983 Nissan Truck, .. CALL 664;.2050
OR LEAVE
the
opportunity
to
share
with
personal care as.sistanL Job consists of
Kingcab Bed liner, 5 sp. Air
MESSAGE FORM. FERBER 1N
you. Remember the ftre '
personal grooming, meal preparati9n~
conditioning, 38,000,miles,
extinguisher? The back
J ENGLISH DEPf.
.
house cleaning. Salary $6.26/hr, 28
$2,000- 868-2750. .
hours/week. Plea.se call 868-1986, leave scratches? The late. night phone
calls? In our hearts and minds
message.
1981 Honda Accord LX. 2-door
FOR SALE: "•79· VW Rabbi(Great
you will Uve· on with us forever!
hatchback. 5-speed. AM-FM
Condition: 99k with at least 40k
OFFICE ASSISTANT Wonderful,
cassette. $650 or best offer. Call · · more to its life. It's tan ·and has a
friendly campus program needs a selfTim at 862~2714 mornings or ·
'brand.new Panasonic Radio/_
.motivated work studystudent with good · HOUSING
659-3028 evenings.
·
·Tapedeck. Must sell. $850 or b.o.
clerical skills. Call 862-1184.
DURHAM- 2 Bedroom Apt. in _
Call 659-61~6Today!!
'
1975 Volvo Wagon, 60k on
Help Wanted. Volunteers needed to staff private home, walking dis~ce.
rebuilt engine, AM-:FM cas~tte. ·
Share with responsible female
Cool-Aid, the peer counseling hotline.
$1500. Also, 1974 Plymouth
non-smoker. Spacious, nicely
Approx. 5 hour per week commitment.
Valierit, loolc. Good shape, runs
Services
furnished. $275/ino. each and
Pay is in the form of new friendships ·
well. $650. 942-8144.
heat,
9
'
m
o.
lease.
Call
Pe~e
and the knowledge that you are helping
Harris. 868-5182. References
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING,
ethers. Info meeting SepL 2Q, 7:30 pm
'86 Red Yugo._62K. Runs well.
please.
in the MUB. ,
.
Profes~ional qu~ty; very
. $1100 or b.o. 431-2186 after 7
reasonable prices, spelling accuracy
p.m.
Work Study Position- Child Care Aide FOR RENT NEWMARKET 2
ipcluded. Call Mag~et Moran,
BEDROOM-$480 per month
for !lfter school program for children 5742-2037. .
includes
Heat
and
HW,
Qff-sm:et
12 years old hours Mon-Fri 3pm-6prn.
HELP WANTED
parking, on Kari-Van. Please call
, Call Forest Parle Group Day Careuet into se11-ae1ense ana
868-2281 evenings.
Wendy.or Oiris 868-5674.
·
excersize at HWANG'S SCHOOL
General Library work. May
OF TAEKWON-DO, 42 Main St.,
include typing, filing. computer
Roommate wanted: 22 Young
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR EXTRA
Dover. 743-6500. Call now for
data entry, bar coding books,
Drive. Completely furnished.
. . INCOME THIS SEMESTER? WE
, special semester rates.
shelving books, tnventory, other
. ,...
Reasonable price. Call 868-8687. · Ubrary work as needed. Accuracy
.• HAVE PART TIMFJFUU. TIME
SALF.S POSmONS AVAILABLE.
and attention to detail very
· CALL 743-3261 AFTER 5:00 PM FOR Six miles fron:i campus... 4
important. Abilit¥ to type
tenants sought for priyate rooms
DETAILS.
preferrcp. Must use Judgement
in antique cape. Kitchen. Living
refenmg problems to supervisor.
roo.m Garage. 2 acres. $350/mo.
EXPERIENCED CAD OPERA10R
$6.00 per·hour. 10-20 hours per
each... includes utilities. Call
WANTED. Student to help wilh the
week. CONTACT Susan
-WINONA Properties Inc. 659desjgn and cansiruction of an ice core
McCann. 427-1~.
5595.
processing line to be used in Greenland
in 1990. Good pay-flexible hours. For
Durham envttonmental group
DOVER: 2 bedroom condo.
mon: infomtation: Marie Twickler·ext.
needs part-time ofllce assistant/
SENIORS2-.:.ARE YOU READY
FOR TI:J,E JOB INTERV)EW ,

•·~half ba,~s ..,La;u,.n.;cliy, fa<:iUµes ;, ... \ :W~1.s_.i~~y..bt h.~ u_.~I_t:·:.·. : _·>· ,· ··: ./·
,, ··. Coinmd'n pool and terinis\ Kari~;

per .
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to·victory ,

'C_atmen· run

H~ll wins Can-Am for se~ond straight year .
ingupon lastyear's 7-4 record,
Junior Mike Cannuscio placed
Coach
Boulanger replied opThe 1989 Men's Cross- third at 26:21 while brothers
timistically.
"We should· 1m.:.
Dave
and
Dan
Beauley
placed
Country team starte<;I out on a
good_note as they won their sixth fuid seventh with times o( prove on all aspects this year:
We are a young team with
season ope:r;ier at Bates College 26:43 and 26:4 7, respectively.
depth; this should help us later
Sophomore
_
G
reg
Wipf
placed
on Saturday under -adverse '
in the season."
weather conditions. The tri- ninth at a time of 27:07.
UNH has their home
Head coach Jim Bou- ·
'm eel entitled Can-Am Invitaopener
today
at 4: OOPM against
. tional resulted in team win by langer was pleased with the
top-ranked
teams
from Provi·
team's
effort.
"the
weather
UNHwith 26 points follow~d by
~Bates with 35 and University of conditions were horrible that dence College and Northeast· New Brunswick, Canada_,. with day. Randy ran a good race. . em University. Th'.is is UNH's
first major test of the season
75. UNH placed five men in the Th~s meet was a good warm up
and
shouJd be a good race to
for
Friday's
co:rntpetition
against
top ten finishes. Senior cocaptain Randy Hall won the top-ranked Providence and watch with UNH's best coqievent for the second straight Northeastern." When asked " peting against some of the
nation's best.
- year with a time. 9f 26:06:4. about the prospects of improvBy Fra~·Bonsal

1

e

1
By Frank Bonsal

This year's Women's
Cross Country· squad began
their season last Saturday with
an Alumni Intrasquad Meet
which hosted several retum·ing afu~nae against a divided
team of current team members. Aiumna· Dominique SL
Pierre won the ·3.1 mile event
with a finishing time of 18:33.
Se:p.ior tri-captain Jen Briggs
placed second at 19:08 with
teammate Kim Cilley close
behind with ·a time of 19:11.
Five other current Wildcats
placed in the top ten; tri-cap-

~

tain Tammy Toselli, Heidi
Woolever, >Meghan McCleary,
Karen Cote and Jen Flad placed
fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and
tenth, respectively. Reflecting
on the day Coach Krueger
·e mphasized the meet's importance as a good warm up for
Saturday's contest. ·
"We're ready for a good
meet at . Dartmouth," ·said
Krueger. Briggs, . Toselli, and
Dawn Enterlein, who is coming
off an 1Iijmy, will combine with
sophomores Kim Cilley and_
Karen'Cote, and freshmen Heidi
Woolever
and
Meghan

University of Wisconsin ·

Plattevme

astles in the

And l~am your way around. the world
''If you ha ve built castles in the air, now put the
. Henry David.Thoreau
fo undations under-them .' !
Study in London for.. $4325 per semesf:~r. Includes air-far~ resident
··
'

' tuition, field trips, family stay with me~.

Study in Seville, Spain, for $3425 per semest~r. Includes Tesident
tuiti?~, field trip~, family stay with meals. No foreign language
proficiency reqmred.

Semester programs also in France and Mexico.

For further information, w'r ite or call:
Institute for Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall
University of-Wisconsin-Platteville ·
I University Plaza
· Platteville, Wisconsin 53818-3099
608-342-1726
I',

McCleary will make up the
nucleus of the team for
Saturday's invitational. ·
Krueger expects good .
results from the 1989Women's The St. Anselm's netminder's athletic moveii were not good
Cross Country team as they enough to stop the Wildes.ts scoring six times
· begin their regular season this (photo 'by Ben Frazier).
Saturday: at . the Dartmouth
Invitational. -Coach Krueger
looks for the Wildcats· to improve upon last year's third
place finish at Dartmouth.
"There is a possibility of going
undefeated this year," said
Krueger. "The team has a lot of
depth."
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Soccer women
split two
'
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Hat trick by-McLaughlin
By Lisa Sanford

In its first two games .
ofthe season, the UNHwomen's
Nationally ranked Vir;.:
soccer team soundly-defeated
St. Anselm's 6 -0 but lo~t to ginfa dominated the 'Cats for
nationally ranked Virginia 4-2. most of the contest. The one
· :New Hampshire's vic- bright spot for New Hampshire
tory over St. Anselm was due, was junior ne.t minder Jill Le:in large part, to the fantastic wis.-'Lewis made 13 saves in
· game played by junior Diane her collegiate debut.
Virginia's Gayle Smith
McLaughlin. McLaughlin had
three goals and two assists. · scored to give·the Cavaliers an
~Diane McLaughlin early 1,.0_ leaq. New Hampshire
had a great game for us," said - sophomore Mary Beth Sydlow-co-captain Maura Naughton. ski tied it up at the 14:38 mark
"She's going to be one of our on an assist from Carol Weston.
strorig scorers this year. But Andre.a ~uhio added another
today, evei:yone played real goal for Virginia with eight
minutes left in the first half to
well."
'
)'he · 'Cats first goal take a 2-1 lead into intermis~;~t/~HT>+~;y_:
.
· against St. Anselm·s came on a sion.
The Wildcats controlled -the ball most of the day as they shutout St. ~elm's 6-0 (photo by breakaway_ by -junior _Diane
The · Cavaliers exBen Frazier).
,
·
McLaughlin 14:02 .into the . tended their lead early in the
game. "We got offto a slow start second half. Weston kept the
in the first half, .. said Naughton. 'Cats in the game, however.
"But we worked out the rough when-she took aJeed from Leah
spots in the second half and · Deniger and_scored a goal with
21 mlriutes .: remaining in the _
played really well ...
The 'Cats f next score contest.
Virginia put the game
did not come ·u ntil there was
2: 15-left in the half. when Mary away with another score_ to
win'.Numberonesinglesplayer rounded out _the singles win- Beth Sydlowski put an assist account for the 4-2 final score.
By Chris ~eneclck
Brain, Baker, a junior from ners with respective scores of from McLaughlin into the right
The Wildcats look fqrOn an ideal day, with Topsfield, MA, got UNH out of 7 -5, 6-3, and T-6, 6-3 over '-!eff . comer for a 2:-0 lead. Minutes
temperatures hovering in the the starting gate With a ,. con- Green and Chris Brown.
lc;tter, a scramble tn front of the ward to a very strong season,
low 80-s under cloudless skies. vincing - 6-4., -~-3 wfu over a
The only facet of the net r~sulted in.giVing the Wild- With all positions except goalthe Wildcat men·s tennis team tough Wayne Elliot. Baker·s UNH game that seemed to be cats a three goal lead going i,nto tender being filled by returning
rebounded from a dismal open- performanc~ was followed by a missingwas that ofthe doubles. · intermission.
players.
.
"'This season we wili be
Ing match and easily _h andled pow.e tful scene;· excellent Herllihy ·was the only dual
. . UNH do¥1inate~ the ·
its opponent, Clark University, · groundstroke and_game exhib- winner as he teamed with sen- second half. with McLaughlin. playing more Division I and tqp .
at Worct:!ster. -MA on Tuesday. ited by junior Sha~ Herlihy at . ior Brian Brady to wu:i at sec- assisting a Sydlowski goal arid 20teams,"saidNaught6n. "But
UNH had been thor- the number 2 slot. _Herlihy, onddouble~ 6 _3 , 6 _2overGreen · netting<two more of her own. I feel we can still beat them. We
oughly dismantled by Central • known on the local circuit as and Brown.
Naughton praised the out- have th~ ~bility to improve' on
last year·s 1i-6 - l record.
Connecticµt in the opener last the "Winchester Rifl~" for both
.
UNH losers in doubles standing play of McLaughlin.
.
....~
Wednesday, looking comatose his hometown and big serve, were ., Baker and Jackmin,
as the smaller school, playing playedperhapshisbestmatch bowingouttoElliotandShirin
: + :-:-:-: :-:
§ §::§§

Tennis men rebound
against Clark, 7 -2
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tlvely. Heading tip the Wild~ Szturn had a below average · said Pope.

cats' was junior Ace Eaton, day. But coach ·Pope looks for
scoring 73, followed by Brian big .things from this senior
~ Thompson, at 77.Also scoring
member oftheteam.
for UNfI were Rob Parsi .and _
Coach Pope " is very
MikeKbrcuba. both scoring 79. excited about the men·s squad
Besides being the team·s medal- this season. He believes it could
ist,Acetiedforthetournamerit be "the best team we have ever had." "There is mu<!-h more
low.

am wruUng for the
·

• The Wildcats next
tournament will be held this
weekend at West Point. many
strong teams from the south
will be attending; to dual in a
large course.
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, - - FOOTBALL (continued,. from p. 36) - in the NFL. I'll take that interception. F:ordled aU ru~heveiy week," the coach said.
erswith96yardsonl2carries,
- In addition to Buck's , , but aside from his touchdown
impressive passing statistics, nm, was just 11 carries for 29
. Maine also displayed a fine yards. Chris Braune led UNH
running game. · Smith ha.d 22 receivers with four receptions
canjes for 88 yards, Sirmans for 44 yards.
was 17-74, · and Lapiana was
The Wildcats have-this
12-72. The leading reciever for weekend,0ff before traveling to
MainewasDupree, who caught Connecticut fo~ a game ·on
four passes for 88 yards.
September 2~: "The week off
For the Wildcats, Grif- will help Uie team," said Bowes ..
fin completed 15 of 37 passes- "We need to correct some
- for 146 yards and threw one things."

In his-collegiate debut Wildcat QB Tom Grifrm found himself scrambling
for Ms life much of the time (Ben Frazier photo).
· .
. ·

Lost Opportunity
.B y Jo~n Kelley -

ttatching aJootbaUgame: How
·many ofthose fans who waited
E~ry year we hear the in line for a coke or simply went
r. ,ruJans and groans about the - thirstu are qotn_q to_ stau home
lack offunds in the UNH ath- next game?
leticdepartmentEveryyearwe
The name ofthe game
hear that the football program is money. Push fC?r profit.
losesmoneyandmightbeabol- . · Mdximium profit. Trump style.
ished. Now is the time for the Let's face it, we need the cash.
crying to stop and for the_ ath- ·This can only be achieved by
_letic department to start taking making "extras" available to the
advantageofeveryopportunity Jans. Fans don't want to walk
to make a buck.
a _mile for a program-or wait·in
~ Last Saturday's footlineaquarterforaCowellFrank.
, ball game was a. perfect ex
Why were they so
ample of ,marketing incompe- unpreparedfor the crowd? 1he
tence. On a hot September day forecast all week was for a nice
'CATS WIN 2-1 (continued ·f rom p. 36) there were two concession day and Maine has o~ of the
stands for the packed opening · most loyal followings of any .
day crowd. Lines for conces- ·'eastern team. ,
the shots are usually
"At the beginning of the sions were up to an hour long
UNH . needs people
hard, quality shots."
game, there was a nice shot by
Goalies for both teams · Bill(Bjork) ~at hit the post, and stretched behind the end walking through the aisles seUhad five saves a piece, but it ·but there was no one there for zq__ne. ,They blocked the view of tng programs and cok_e s with .
was Central Conn who capital- the rebound," s4:tted Garber, some of the fans. Even buying Fenway Flair. You know, holized early in. overtime, stuffmg which displayed one of the a program was an unnecessary lering; "Programs here, get your
cold coke here.,. Pay them
the net with the lone goal of the important plays they weren't hassle. ·
UNH
is
not
Michigan
commission. It's worth it.
game.
·
able to use to their advantage. when. it comes to football. Six
Who knows? The exGarber was impressed
Hopefully with the rewith his goaltenders. With three turn of Paul .Anderson, who is figure crow.ds are not busting. tra pro.fit might lead· to new
freshmen goalies on the roster, coming off a knee · injuiy, the down the gate to see the Wild- benches that don't give Jans
·. Mark Culberson held his own team will start to pounce on · cats play. This is all the more splinters.
during the game. Again, the those rebounds, capturing reason that VNH needs to pro~
vide a positive atmosphere for
young team will benefit in the some W's along the way.
long run.
0

on and' tuck the ball -into
.
.
the net.
·"We finally calmed
down a little bit, took control,
working on our passes,"_~aid
tri-captain Scott Brennan.
The second half followed the pattern Jaid down
earlier iri the game; Minutemen dominance punctuated by
UNHbreaks. WithCesnekleading the UMass attack, the
· Minutemen were unable to take
the lead when a fierce shot beat
DeGregorio, only for Peck to
redeem himself by clearing the
ball from · off the line. There
then followed a flwrry of.near

I

.

misses for UMass before the
'Cats stole the win.
- With 9:26 left, a Brennan comer kick was met at the
far post by Pearsall, who di-.
rected his header t.o the left of
the ·flailing Armenti for the
winning goal.
The victoiy was vital
for UNH, showing at ·times,
that they _c an play as well as
UMass.
"It shows ... we can
move the ball around. We know
we can do it, it's not just something other t~ains do, " commented Truscott.

RUSHINGMaine, Smith 22-82,
Sirmans · 17-72,
Lapianal2-72
UNH, Fordl2-92,
Gallager 3-38,
Banbmy4-20
PASSINGMaine 14- 19-218,
UNH Griffin ,5-37-146.
RECEIVING · Maine, Dupree 4 -88,
Roth 3-50,
Bitterman 3-61
UNH, ,Braune 4-44,
- Perry 2-29,
Spittel 2-21.

Vermont, Brickley dumped in ball coach. This position wil
four goals for ·t he 4-2 wirt. The pay a stipend and some tuitio
Wildcats continue their win- renumeration. Collegiate Base
ning streak and will hopefully ball experience is a must
cariy it through to their match · Contact Ted conner, UN
Baseball Coach, Room 3902
against Virginia Saturday. ·
the
field house.
**********

'CATS DROP TWO (continued fro111 p. 36}.,

Maine 24, UNH 7
Maine
O 14 3 . 7 ~
24
UNH
O O 7 0 7
Me - Carl Smit.h 9 yd nm
'(Lance Mcleish kick)
Me - Steve R~tp. 22 yd pass from
Mike Buck (Mcleish) .
Me _. McLeish FG
UNH - Norm Ford 67 yd run
(Shawn
- ,
Lane)
Me - Ben Sirman 31 yd run
(Mcleish
kick)
Me
UNH
First downs
19
15 .
Rushes -yards 57-212 27-167
Passes-yards
218
146
Passes
15-37
14-_19 ·
6-232
Punts
5-182
Fumbles-lost
1-1
2-2
3-30
Penalties -:- yards 4-39

-The women's field hockey
team left their pawprints on
the University of Maine Black
Bears last Thursday, opening
their season with a 3-0 win.
.Confidence is the key to- rebuilding, · according to CQach
MarisaDidio. JuniorLizBrickley, and seniors Karen Brady,
and Kim Zifcak tallied . for the
three goals. UNH outshout
Maine 40-6 and took 19 more
penalty comers (26-7), displaying .their winning attitude. In
Wednesday's bout against

**********
. -The women's tennis t ~
-The ·Dover Arena has i
couldn't pull through for a win
on Saturday, dropping their public skating schedule set fo
first match to Vermont by one. the 1989-90 ice skating sea.
Liz Lerner capitalized in first son: Monday through Friday
singles against Jen Barfield, 10:00-11 :30AM; Sunday after
(4-6), 6-0, 6'.'4, but first doubles noons, 2:00-3:30; and Monda -z,,,
couldn't pull through with a evenings, 8:00-9:30.Adultstic_
, win. With such a close match practice is Monday throug
under their belt, the 'Cats hope Fridayfrom 11:30-1:00PM. ro
to bring their re.cor~ to 1-1 on more info, call the Dover Aren
. "Cold Line" ·a t 7 42-5463.
Friday at Maine.
**********'
-The UNH Athletic Department is looking for a parttime/ graduate assistant base-

**********
/

..,.
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·sports'Cats fumb le to
Main e, 24-7
Th~ first came with
ByJeffNovotny ,
"When we had to make Maine facing a second down
a big play, we didn't make it." and 1 7 from their own 24 . .
That quote- from UNH Head Wildcat noseguard Sherman
Coach Bill Bowes pretty much Beatty had Buck trapped for a
· tells the story of Saturday·~ seemingly sure loss ..but Buck
disappointing opening day loss scrambled and connected with
to the Maine Black Bears, 24- split end Mark Dupree for a 35
7, at hot and humid Cowell yard gain. Then on second
down and 11 from the UNH 42.
Stadium.
Missing field goals, Buck hit Bitterman on the right
failure _to connect with open sideline for a gain of 33 yards.
receivers, and lack of big play Smith scored on the next play.
After Kyle Ciipps redefense were factors in the ·
Wildcats' defeat. Conversely, turned the ensuing kickoff fifty
Maine seemed to come up with yards to the Maine 41, the
, all the big plays on their way to · Wildcats had another chance
their second consecutive vic- to score: But a Lane ·34 yard
field goal attempt was blocked
toiy of the season.
Maine used a balanced by Maine's Bill Curry.
Maine immediately
. offensive attack and a swarming defense to take control of drove 60 yards for another the game early in the s<_?cond touchdown take a 14-0 lead
quarter. Led by senior quar~ with 2:40 left in the first half.
terback Mike Buck and sopho- This time the only big play of
Maine quarterback Mike"Buck had little trouble dissecting the UNH defense
more runnin·g back Carl Smith, . the drtve was the to1,1chdown.
Saturday as they soundly defeated UNH 24-7 (Photo by Ben Frazier). ·
Maine piled ·up 430 yards of With fourth down and <>ne at
1
total offense. On defense. tackle the UNH 22. Maine called a
Justin Strzelczyk constantly time-out to plan their strategy.
pressured New Hampshire With New Hampshire ·expectquarterback Matt Griffin into · ing therun, Buck lofted a pass
to Steve Roth, who ran past the
making mistakes.
Griffin, a sophomore UNH defense for the easy touch-·
making his first regula:i· seasoh down. '
..Our cornerback was
collegfate start', was the biggest ,
'
/
UNH pre-game qu~stion mark. too aggressive·and ·let him go,"
..Our spirtts are really his numerous fouls. Free- With the loss of last year's said Bowes.
· By Toby Trotman
'The · comerback bit,"
The men's soccerteam . up right now... we're trying to kicker Steven Cesnek, a New starter Bob Jean to graduation
Head Coach Tom
Maine
agreed
starter
projected
year's
this
and
the
received
All-Star.
England
said
prevailed this past Tuesday get on a winning motion,"
makes me look
"It
Lichteriberg.
mononucleosis,
Carr,-to
Mark
screened
the
t
a
'
it
shot
and
ball
first
his
scoring
after
Pearsall,
behind
from
come
2-1
a
with
rm not."
but
genius,
a
like
from
effort
strong
a
DeGregorio, who could only UNH needed
.
collegiate goal.
victory over UMass.
effinally got
his
Wildca~
The
Unfortunately,
Griffm.
net.
the
into
it
fumble
Things looked ·pretty
1hat game is an.indijust five
with
expecscoreboard
Bowes·
the
of
on
short
fell
forts
the
minutes,
Within
earlier
Wildcats'
the
for
cation of how soccer goes. dis~al
There's no· other game like it. in the game. The Minutemen ·cats were level -again. Fresh- tations. "I had hoped lie would seconds left in the third quarYou can get outplayed for most . start;ed strongly. quickly as- man Corey McKim got-the ball play a little better than he did. ter. With Maine leading 17 -0
of the time and win the game," ·serting their precise passing just outside· the UMass area He didn't make the plays." said and the game moving along at
a 1Jsnail's. pace, UNH tailback
game on the play. Time and ancl laced a fine through ball to Bowes.
said Head Coach Ted Garber.
the
praised
Norm Ford livened up the crowd
also
Bowes
The
Truscott.
Christian Pearsall's time again they attacked down Frank
a 67 yard touchdown
Strzelczyk.
with
of
efforts
defensive
the
heade~ goal.with 10 mi.m.ites of the ·cats rtght side and this sophomore's shot fooled.
I
Ford tookahandoff, cut
Strzelczyk.
Jaunt.
handle
didn't
"We
Steven
goalie,
Minutemen·s
·
ucedagoal
regulationtimerema ininggave repeatoffenderprpg
UNH (f-2) its first win of the in the .eleventh minute. New , Annenti, only to see .it hit his think the pressure threw Matty left, .broke a tackle, then be'a t
·
eve:ryone down the left sideline
year and dropped UMass, Hampsht,e right back Smitty left foot. Truscott exhibited off."
forthescore. Lane·sextrapoint
blew
team~
Both
i~httorun
greatspiritandfores
ran~~d tenth in New England Peck was penalized for one of
board
the
made it 17-7.
on
get
to
chances
35
page
WIN,
'CAT
~
·1,~st year, to 0-2.
Entedng the fourth
first. Maine drove to the UNH
1-1 yard line on it;s first posses- quartertrailingonly by 10, the
. sion before Lance McCleish Wildcat segment of the 7,377
· missed to the right on a 28 yard fans hoped for a big comeback,
.
·main
One of ~e coach's
By Kim Armstrong
"Directly, the · other team is field goal attempt. Earlier in but the Black Bears quickly
Overtime seemed to be the concerns has been prac.t ice . responsible'for beating us in all
,
the drive, an 18 yard touch- put to rest any hopes the 'Cats
villain in the first two games of , time. Try'-outs startecl late, areas of the game." he .said.
pass from Buck to tight might have had left. With
down
the men ·s soccer season, drop- August 29th, leaving very little "We had situations and conti:ol
Bitterman was called . rupning . backs Smith, John _·
Mike
end
ping one to West Point last time for the team to 'b e picked, but we didn't capitalize on
to ·a .Maine holding Lapiana, arid Ben Sirmens all
due
back
Tuesday, 3,..2, and another to to learn the plays, and to prac- tl)em." W~th more time ._and
handlingithe ball, Buck led the
penalty.
Central Connecticut 1-0. the tice as a team, working together practice, hopefully these misThe Wildcats · also Black Bears on a 62 yard scor/
,
unit.
one
as
following day. ~
takes won't happen. "The team
to jump ing drive. Sim!,ans cap.p ed .off
1be nice thing is they don't played real well considering the missed an opportunity
With . goals from tri-capDubots thedrivewitha..31·yard touch,
John
after
.
lead
a
to
tains Scott Brennan and Bill depend on one player," said time we had to work with."
at the down ru:Q up the middle fo give
fumble
Buck
a
recovered
Bjork. the ·~ats trudged- their Garber., They work together as
Central Connecticut .also
39 yard line. After the · Maine the 24-7 lead. That
Maine
tri-captain
the
by
led
team,
a
~ .•""·· way .through plays, but a feisty
gave the ·cats some trouble in drive stalled at the Maine 16, proved to be the final score for
West Point team scraped their leadership qn the field. Bren- OT, displaying their ability that
.
Shawn Lane's 33 yard field goal · the afternoon. .
way back into the game with.a nan, Bjork, and Paul Anderson puts them up in the tops of the
Ligame,_:_
the
After
right,
the
to
sailed
attempt
l~st minute goal, forcing the lead the squad this season.
league.
.,
Buck.
·
pr;;tised
scoreless.
game
the
chtenbetg
leaving
"Scotty _makes the plays
two teams to duel in overtime.
"Central Connecticut plays
On the following pos- "When you can pass 14 for 19
passes off to create the fast paced, long ball soccer,"
also
but
overtime
first
the
sunk
Army
Maine gained control with no interceptions for 218
session,
key plays," which is an impor- Garber explained. "It's a quick
goal to ·take home the win.
1\vo big plays . yards, that's what passing is
game.
the
of
"We held our · own;" said tant aspect .to a successful game, with long passes and
scoring drive · aH about, whether it's here or
yard
80
an
keyed
head coach Ted Garber. UNH is season, he said.
lack of shots on net. But
burst~mith
with
ended
that
Coach Garber is optimistic
a young team and Army has a
nine FOOTBALL, p. 35_
a
for
middle
the
up
ing
strong team with a ,lot of veter- about the rest of the season. OVERTIME, page 35 ·
,
yard touchdown ru~.
ans, he said.
V

to

Socc ernie n start 1-2
Pearsa ll upen(l s UMass
'

'

OT haunts squad twice · ·

